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SpacePak is the Secret Behind a Better Living Environment

With SpacePak, what you don’t see is what you get. SpacePak is the original small-duct heating and cooling air distribution system that delivers comfort without major renovations or bulky ductwork. With flexible 2” tubing running seamlessly through walls and floors, SpacePak preserves the architectural integrity of yesterday’s and today’s homes. Clean looks. Clean living.

- Retrofits or new construction – cooling, heating and ventilation
- Uniform temperature – floor to ceiling
- Easy installation – no major remodeling
- Preserves architectural integrity – no large ducting or grills
- Quiet performance with superior humidity control
- Energy efficient – variable speed blowers

To learn more, call 1-800-465-8558, or visit www.spacepak.com/contractor
MODERN COMFORT
ORIGINAL CHARM

You know you don’t have to feel like you’re living in the 18th century even if your home was built in the days of stocking caps and long-handled copper bed warmers. Central heating? Check. Indoor plumbing? Check. But did you know there’s more comfort to be had? Indow inserts seal out drafts in old growth wood windows made with single-pane hand blown glass. Edged in silicone, our inserts press inside window frames without a mounting bracket. They’re nearly invisible, so they preserve the aesthetics of irreplaceable, original windows. Call it the latest chapter in the history of comfort.

Keep the comfort inside.

indowwindows.com  |  503.822.3805
Cold Outside... Warm Inside
New in Electric, the Toasty Comfort of Runtal Radiators
Can Now Be Enjoyed by All!

Runtal has long been world-renowned as the premium manufacturer of Euro-style radiators for hot water and steam heating systems. We are pleased to introduce a Runtal Electric line that includes Wall Panel, Towel Radiator and Baseboard designs. Suitable for both retro-fit and new construction, Runtal Electric products provide a very efficient and comfortable radiant heat. They are an excellent source of primary or supplemental heat and a problem-solver for areas needing additional heat. They are attractive (available in over 100 colors), durable and easy to install.

For more information or a dealer near you, please call 1-800-526-2621 or online at: www.runtalnorthamerica.com.

Our Showroom is located at: 187 Neck Road Ward Hill, MA 01835 (Haverhill) Tel: 1-800-526-2621
Custom cabinetry for every room in your home

Handcrafted in New Hampshire

Available direct, nationwide

Work with one of our in-house design professionals

800-999-4994 • www.crown-point.com
850-White Granite Vessel Sink $104
3120S Undermount 3/4" Radius Sink $140
958 Bronze Blackened Vessel Sink $695
UPM-Bisque Porcelain Bathroom Sink $23
911 Double Bowl Copper Apron $749
848 Single Bowl Quartz Sink $249

View the full collection at www.mrdirectint.com
Our talented craftsmen pride themselves in crafting the finest doors and millwork — just for you — to be treasured now and for future generations. With a wide array of furniture-grade wood choices, endless design options, custom shapes and sizes, and specialty (energy efficient) glass options, you’re bound to find something that suits your exact needs and dreams. Call for a free catalog and browse our website.

Let our specialists help you today — our door is always open.

VintageDoors.com // 1 (800) 787-2001 // info@vintagedoors.com
THE OAK ALLEY PLANTATION HAS SURVIVED OVER 150 YEARS...

...its Aeratis porch floor will survive a lot longer than that.

For nearly a decade, Aeratis porch products have charmed and enchanted guests of this historic plantation in New Orleans, Louisiana. Engineered to be the most historically accurate and most durable porch product line on the market, Aeratis porch flooring and ceiling are the perfect solution for your historic restoration, remodeling or new construction porch project. For more details about replacing your porch, to receive a material quote or to learn more about our latest promotions, visit us on the web at Aeratis.com or call 888-676-2683.
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Our Favorites Issue

In this the last issue of the year, we do a special presentation of restoration award winners, reader-favorite kitchens and baths, plus pages and pages filled with beautiful and helpful products. The December issue is put together interactively with readers, whose Facebook "Likes" and comments weigh into what we decide to feature.

First up: Inspirational house tours, as it happens, one from each coast. In a repeat of last year's favorite styles, again this year our editorial panel and readers chose an unabashed Victorian and a homey Arts & Crafts house. The Connecticut Victorian (p. 24) was brought back after a devastating fire and now is earning its keep not only as a family home but also as a bed-and-breakfast inn. The Seattle semi-bungalow (p. 14), which had been divided into apartments in the 1950s, had a meticulous restoration by its owner, a collector of pottery and old books.

The Restore section (p. 39) describes how the long arc of conservation, restoration, and new-old house building have created evolving technologies as the market matures. (Not to mention a few revivals of the old ways!) The Design section, as in previous December issues, deals with realistic budgets (p. 57). Share the enthusiasm of interior designer and busy homeowner Amy Mitchell, who knows when to splurge and how to save. Next, we juried kitchens and bathrooms that have been published over the years in our group of magazines. Respondents to the "vote" chose a magnificent teal kitchen (p. 64), its design based on a 19th-century butler's pantry, and a serene bathroom (p. 66) that appears to have survived from the past. (It's new!)

The editors (most especially Mary Ellen Polson) weighed in on "classics that have stood the test of time," presented in five pages of our own Favorite Things (p. 68). I hope you enjoy these features and the rest of this special issue of OHJ.
We manufacture and sell handmade architectural products!

Architectural Brackets, Braces, Corbels, Rafter Tails, Porch Brackets, Gable Brackets, Shutters, and more

Gable Brackets
Shop 8 different designs

Wooden Brace
Shop 11 different designs

Rafter Tails

Wooden Corbels

Wooden Brackets
Shop 23 different designs

GB 43

NEW

GB 46

GB 44BP

REALCEDAR

Picture showing Gable Bracket 43 and Wooden Brace 67TD12S

Made in the USA | Interior & Exterior

We Do Custom Work | 800-915-5110
Slate - The Incredible GREEN Building Material
For your Period Style Home, Inside & Out

Kitchens ■ Baths ■ Flooring ■ Roofing ■ Landscaping

Natural earth colors: Green, Gray, Black, Purple, Red
Antibacteria ■ Stain resistant ■ Noncombustible
Honed to a satin smooth finish, unlike any other stone.

Middle Granville, NY 12849: 518-642-1280 ■ Monson, ME 04464: 207-997-3615
Quarried in the U.S.A.

Sheldon Slate.com
Handmade cabinetry from the same folks that make the best furniture in America. Free quotes, superior design & unmatched craftsmanship from Maine to California.
Franmar's BLUE BEAR™ products are the safe and smart solutions for your restoration needs. BLUE BEAR Paint and Urethane Stripper is a tried and true stripper, used by consumers for over two decades. This consumer trusted remover effectively removes multiple layers of paint, varnish, enamel, urethane, other single-component coatings, and lead based paint. Made with soybeans, Paint and Urethane Stripper is a safe, low odor, non-caustic, green coating remover for any DIY project.
In the Seattle house, vases include Fulper, ca. 1920; California blown glass, ca. 1930; Christopher Dresser, ca. 1880; a Royal Stanley Jacobean Tulip Vase, ca. 1927; and Muncie Pottery, ca. 1930.

SWEET HOME
SHE WAS FATED TO RESCUE
THE 1913 BUNGALOW. A collector creates her perfect home by restoring an old rental property.

page 14
The main spaces flow from the living room to the study and the dining room beyond. Bookcases and desks hold collections of Arts & Crafts ceramics, family mementos, and vintage books.

The house tucked on the western slope of Queen Anne Hill in Seattle looks very much as it did in 1913—thanks to the efforts of current homeowner Viki Sherborne. In fact, the semi-bungalow had been divided into four apartments during the 1950s, when partition walls and kitchenettes were added. Its handsome exterior was buried under grey asphalt siding. Bathroom linen closets blocked the back windows, the dining room had become a rental bedroom, and plumbing and electricity service ran in a perilous circuit through the attic and down the siding.
Liberated from asphalt siding, the original shiplap was restored and painted. Paint colors are Benjamin Moore 'Chestertown Buff' and 'Kendall Charcoal'. The enclosed sun-porch glows at dusk. OPPOSITE (inset) Homeowner Viki Sherborne and Boo, a long-coat Chihuahua, greet visitors.

Back to Basics for a Bungalow

The Seattle homeowner may have been fated to rescue this 1913 Arts & Crafts house. The hard work took eight years; the result is a home perfect for her. BY BRIAN D. COLEMAN / PHOTOGRAPHS BY WILLIAM WRIGHT
At the living room hearth, the firescreen, sold by Liberty's around 1900, is made of oak and Leatho, a stamped composition material imitating carved wood.

Viki's parents bought the house as an income property in 1969. She inherited it in 2003. "I think, unconsciously, I'd been preparing to bring back this house for decades," Viki says. She was owner of an antiques business specializing in British Arts & Crafts. A Seattle Craftsman would focus her collections and provide a showcase. She wisely decided to proceed slowly. A lot of work needed to be done.

First Viki hired a contractor knowledgeable about restoring historic houses. He did a comprehensive inspection and drew up a 17-page "scope of work" that detailed all the initial, critical projects needed to stabilize the house: new furnace, new roof, attic insulation, copper plumbing, new electrical service and wiring, exterior siding removal, chimney repointing, seismic upgrades, and new front stairs and posts to replace rotted areas. The initial work took two years.

Then Viki began putting the house back together. The original shiplap siding was stripped and repaired, and, along with the dormer shingles, painted in a period scheme. The back porch,
BOARD & BATTEN DINING ROOM
Stained wood trim continues in the dining room, where walls and ceiling have an original paneled treatment created with flat boards and battens. The nut-beige paint relates to the darker wood tones.

Paneled walls in the dining room are freshened with a color called 'Filbert'. The oak pedestal table, ca. 1900, also belonged to the owner's grandparents, who had a bungalow.
OLD CABINETS SURVIVED

Plain, bungalow-style cabinets remained, though they'd been painted white. After stripping, the fir was restained in a mahogany color to camouflage wear. An antique buffet was built in on the opposite wall.

Nothing was thrown away, and salvage was incorporated: vintage push-plates to cover deadbolt holes in doors, old wooden air-return grates repurposed to camouflage modern heat vents. Unneeded cabinet doors became attic access doors, and the old back door was stripped and rehung in the bathroom.

The interior palette echoes the paint colors Viki uncovered during restoration. The living room is a soft green, the study a pumpkin color. The handsome brick fireplace had been painted in the 1950s; Viki toned it down with a light nut-beige, which she repeated for the always-painted board-and-batten woodwork.

enclosed since the 1950s, was reconfigured to hold a powder room and a light-filled breakfast room behind the kitchen. Inside, Viki repaired or replaced rotted window sash and sills (exterior sills had been sawn off for the asphalt siding). She rolled up her sleeves to do the woodwork refinishing herself, after contractors heat-stripped decades of green, pink, and white paint from it. "Mahogany was considered more prestigious than the local fir," Viki explains, so she used a brown mahogany gel stain and top coat after pretreating with wood conditioner.

Most of the walls had to be stripped of wallpaper and earlier calcimine paint. Then the plaster was repaired and skim-coated. Wood floors were sanded (using a Festool dustless sanding system). A pleasant American oak stain was used in the kitchen, warm mahogany on stairs and landings.

Nothing was thrown away, and salvage was incorporated: vintage push-plates to cover deadbolt holes in doors, old wooden air-return grates repurposed to camouflage modern heat vents. Unneeded cabinet doors became attic access doors, and the old back door was stripped and rehung in the bathroom.

The interior palette echoes the paint colors Viki uncovered during restoration. The living room is a soft green, the study a pumpkin color. The handsome brick fireplace had been painted in the 1950s; Viki toned it down with a light nut-beige, which she repeated for the always-painted board-and-batten woodwork.
**Rare Ruskin**  An English firm founded in 1898, the Ruskin Pottery took its name from the 19th-century art critic and social thinker John Ruskin. It was known for its brightly colored vases, bowls, and jewelry. But it was their high-fired specialty glazes that made Ruskin wares unique: misty soufflé glazes, crystal effects, lustre glazes that look like metallic finishes, and especially *sang de boeuf* and flambe glazes producing blood-red colors. Ruskin won a grand prize at the St. Louis International Exhibition in 1904. When the pottery studio closed in 1935, all of its formulas were deliberately destroyed so that the pottery could never be replicated.

**ABOVE**  Fir cabinets in the kitchen were stripped of later paint. The little table, found in the basement, was fixed up for a workstation.  
**RIGHT**  Furnished with comfortable wicker and family pieces that include the turned wood candelabra made by the owner's Norwegian grandfather, the enclosed front porch is the spot for morning tea.

Salvaged materials were used whenever possible: vintage push-plates to cover deadbolt holes, old wooden air-return grates repurposed to camouflage modern heating vents. Nothing went to waste.
VINTAGE VOLUMES

Viki Sherborne protects her vintage books with simple dust jackets she makes from DuraLar polyester film (widely available on rolls or in sheets).

- **Measure the book top to bottom** and add ½" (or more if you want to fold over a durable "hem" at top and bottom edges).
- **Measure the book from one edge of the cover around the spine to the opposite edge.** Add half the width of the cover to each end for inside flaps.
- **Transfer measurements to a clear DuraLar sheet using a L-square metal ruler and marking pen, then cut it out with sharp scissors or an X-acto knife.**
- **Use a bone or Teflon folder to create two folds to wrap the spine.**
- **Again using the bone folder, make two parallel folds each, at front and back book edges, to accommodate the thickness of the cover.** (Neater, and it keeps the jacket from popping off.)
- **Slip the transparent jacket around the book.**

The kitchen was a difficult project. Every surface—ceiling, walls, trim, cabinets—had been painted white. Original cabinets survived, but their insides were covered with peeling paper and dribbles of green paint. The stained fir was not painted originally, so Viki hired a contractor to strip all of it. Mahogany stain camouflages wear and marks. An unattractive 1950s sink was replaced by a Villeroy & Bosch model with integrated drain boards. The cabinet beneath it was custom-built with vintage fir doors to match existing cabinets. Viki was lucky enough to find a salvaged, narrow fir buffet from the same period, which fit along the wall opposite the sink. Seams built in on a fir frame and with a crown moulding, it holds dinner service for 20. The enamel-top center worktable came up from the basement, and schoolhouse ceiling lights extend the early 20th-century look.

Finally, after six more years, Viki could unpack her antiques. Bookcases and cabinets soon overflowed with her library, which includes children’s books extravagantly illustrated by Walter Crane, leather-bound tomes from the Roycroft community, hand-written cookbooks, and vintage books on etiquette. Her English and American pottery, plates, and tiles sit on plate rails and the mantel, and family mementoes are everywhere. The house, cozy yet spacious with 2,800 square feet, is warm and personal: the Arts & Crafts ideal.

More Online

See more details and two bathrooms in this house: oldhouseonline.com/back-to-basics-bungalow

For resources, see page 87.
A COLLECTOR'S VIGNETTES

The homeowner is a former antiques dealer and long-time collector. Cozy corners include this one in the study, where an oak desk used for correspondence is lit by a pottery-base Danish lamp, ca. 1900.

The ivy hanging from the shelf adds a touch of nature to the space, contrasting with the warm wood tones of the desk and shelves. The red flowers in the vase bring color and life to the scene, while the vintage telephone and other collectibles tell stories of the homeowner's past interests.
DESIGN

DESK & TABLE LAMPS
CRAFTSMAN, ART NOUVEAU, DECO

Made of wood, copper, bronze, and glass, lighting of the Arts & Crafts movement was truly fine art in the new medium of electricity. Artisans today create historic reproductions, adaptations, and new designs every bit as beautiful as period originals. This selection of table lamps showcases their work.

VAN ERP REVISITED
Made by lifelong metalsmith Luke Marshall, the large gourd lamp is an exact reproduction of an original Dirk van Erp design. The hand-hammered and -planished copper lamp measures 20" tall and is 21" wide. $3,200. Delta Copper, (315) 334-7323, deltacopper.com

POTTERY & NATURE
Designed by William Morris Studio in collaboration with the potters of Ephraim Faience in Wisconsin, the Signature Series 'Craftsman Ginkgo' lamp with a mica shade and natural leaves is 19" tall, with two bulbs. Newly available with almond mica. William Morris Studio, (707) 745-3907, williammorrisstudio.com

CALIFORNIA PAGODA
Louis Michael Pulzetti designed the Asian-inflected mahogany and beech base finished in hand-rubbed shellac, and was inspired by Greene & Greene sconces at the Blacker House for the shade in opalescent and iridescent glass with antiqued copper edging. 'Pagoda' has four lights, separate controls; 26" tall; $1,600. Emmet's Hill Wood & Glass, (978) 290-8379, emmetshill.com

INTERPRETIVE LANDSCAPE
James Mattson's made-to-order table lamp was inspired by the landscapes of the Pacific Northwest. It's crafted of etched copper with swirling amber art glass in the shade. Two independent bulbs, 22" high, 16" square at the base, $1,975. James Mattson Coppercraft, (818) 352-9225, jamesmattson.com

NOUVEAU SUSAN
In the style of Tiffany, Century Studios makes exquisite stained-glass lampshades. The 'Black-eyed Susan' shade has a 16" diameter. Their 'Vial' base turns roots into jewelry. Lamp, $4,580. They create many reproduction and new designs. Century Studios, (651) 699-4838, centurystudios.com
ART DECO LOST & FOUND
Order this reproduction of a rare portable desk lamp of the period with an antique-brass finish and amber shade, or nickel-plated with a white shade. Lost-wax casting achieves fine detail. With two candle sockets, $375. Vintage Hardware and Lighting, (360) 379-9030, vintagehardware.com

ELLIS INLAY
Stickley has created this striking lamp with an inlay from a original design by Harvey Ellis. The 'Ellis Table Lamp' is available in either oak or cherry with an art-glass shade; 29" tall; 18"-sq. base. MSRP $1,250. Stickley, stickley.com

SHOWER OF LILIES
Tiffany Studios introduced their lily lamps, an early example of what electrical lighting could be, in the 1890s. Today Century Studios' artisans offer 'Lily Lamps' with seven, 10, 12 (shown), or 18 lights. With the 'Pond Lily' base, $4,350 (bronze bases are cast from Tiffany originals and hand-patinated). Century Studios, (661) 699-4838, centurystudios.com

Whether your project includes a new addition, historic renovation or window replacement, you can transform your living spaces to reflect your style with Marvin windows and doors. With a wide range of styles, shapes, sizes and design options, our product lines have the flexibility to provide the solution that's right for you.

Built on a foundation of values passed on through four generations, our windows and doors are an investment you will value for many years to come.

To find your local dealer and discover the possibilities visit MarvinWindows.com

©2017 Marvin® Windows and Doors. All rights reserved.®Registered trademark of Marvin Windows and Doors.
With the help of dedicated contractors and craftspeople, a determined couple commit to the rescue of a town landmark that will be their home—and provide an income.

BY DEBRA JUDGE SILBER
PHOTOGRAPHS BY GREG PREMRU

Taking Up the Cause
IN CONNECTICUT

The noblest of callings may arrive in a moment of apparent insanity. "I said, 'What are you thinking? Are you crazy?'" Shireen Aforismo told her husband, John, the day he revealed that he intended to buy the big Victorian a few blocks from their home. Shireen—who often strolled through Old Wethersfield's historic district—knew it well. Named for the 19th-century seed merchant who built it, the Silas W. Robbins House was one of relatively few examples of High Victorian architecture in the town better known for its Colonial
left The marble fireplace surround was one of two cast-off mantels found in a back room. The mirror was bought at auction for $80, perhaps because it was too big for most bidders. below Papers from Bradbury & Bradbury create an elaborate ceiling treatment in the Dining Room.

Past. With its ornamental three-tier entry and lacy iron cresting atop a slate-tile mansard roof, the house stands as an imposing tribute to French Second Empire style.

Shireen also remembered the wail of sirens several years before, when a fire engulfed the house, shattering windows and leaving a gaping hole in the roof. She’d watched the house decay as its owner made plans to replace it with several new building lots. What she didn’t know was that John had been walking by the house, too—and that one day he’d cautiously slipped inside, emerging with his crazy idea.

Had John not followed his instincts, and Shireen not backed him up, Wethersfield might have lost a piece of its history. The house was built in 1873 by an entrepreneur whose industry—garden seeds—would become a rooted part of the town’s economy. Later it became the home of Alfred G. Hubbard, a local builder whose Revival-style homes brought Wethersfield’s Colonial heritage into the 20th century. Later the house was used as a law office.

Vacant after the fire, the house became the target of vandals. “You could smell the mold,” Shireen says. “A blue tarp over the hole in the roof gave everything an eerie, bluish glow. Ferns were growing out of the porte cochere.” Following the house’s balloon framing, the fire had gone up the side wall, over the roof, and back down the other side. “The plaster was saturated with water, the laths were mush,” Shireen recalls. But, like John, she found herself looking past the wreckage. “I was excited,” she said, “I just saw the magnificence.”

Although two architects judged the house to be beyond repair, John spent the next few years appealing to local boards and negotiating with the owner, who agreed to sell in May 2001.

The long road to ownership meant that the Aforismos already had a contractor—and dumpsters—lined up the moment papers were signed. Much interior material could not be
At the opening gala, the happy owners marveled at men in tuxedos and women in gowns mingling in rooms restored to Gilded Age opulence.

ABOVE The original house had five bedrooms and three bathrooms on the second floor; the Aforismos remodeled these in period style and added two more. The elegant Silas Robbins Room is one of five bedrooms available to guests. RIGHT Upholstered cornices disguise varying window heights in the Jane Robbins Room; the chandelier is by Victorian Lighting Works. Walls are panelized with mouldings in the French manner.

ABOVE & OPPOSITE In the Cupids and Roses Room, pale rose and yellow-green surround an antique bedstead from Atlanta. The dresser was purchased at auction. The chandelier is a refurbished antique.

saved, so replication and replacement would rule. The loss allowed easy installation of insulation and new mechanical systems, however, so the house would be far more comfortable and energy efficient. With minor tweaks, the Aforismos would restore the house to be shared with others: they decided to run a bed-and-breakfast establishment here.

Replacing the roof required a towering crane that drew a crowd. As work progressed, strangers shared photos or personal memories with the couple: "This house has a connection with so many people," Shireen says.

The next job was repairing and repainting the exterior, which was mostly intact. Removal of plywood revealed arched windows and raised panels; stripping off shingles exposed original clapboards. Shireen wasn’t inclined to replicate the original color, which she described as a mauvy pink. She chose a sage green body color with cream trim and aubergine accents.

They were helped with the interior scheme by designer Michele Cottone Kriticos at MCK.
GARLAND FRIEZE
A classical frieze (made of a paintable, modern composite) crowns this romantic room. The pretty swag motif is echoed in the drapery.
Preservation & Replication

Built in 1873, the Silas W. Robbins House was replete with hallmarks of the Victorian age, many of which the Aforismos were able to restore or replicate, thanks to the skill of local craftspeople. Luck played a role, too.

Marble Mantels In an effort to recast the interior in Colonial style, the previous owners had replaced two original, white-marble mantels with wooden ones. The cast-offs may have been too heavy to haul very far: the Aforismos found both in a back room. They cleaned the mantels and reinstalled them in the Dining Room and Parlor. A third one, of rose-brown marble, was found in pieces on the den floor and reassembled. A particularly ornate surround in one bedroom was hiding under yellow paint—which was mostly melted off by the fire, saving a considerable amount of elbow grease.

Stained Glass As the fire raged, window glass around the house popped from frames. “We still get pieces coming up from the ground,” Shireen says. The only art-glass windows to survive were the leaded panels in the front door. Another casualty, the bull’s-eye window in the stairwell, was replicated according to a photo taken by a visitor. Colorful windows in a pair of doors leading from the Tea Room were destroyed in the fire. The owners found a photo of the doors in a magazine article about Wethersfield and had them remade.

Decorative Ceilings Drop ceilings installed by a previous owner had hidden—but also protected—original details. Although damaged beyond repair by the fire, the ceiling coffers in the front parlor were rebuilt by the Aforismos, who also re-created a complex Victorian design using art wallpapers in the dining room.

Inteirors, and hired a contractor to manage the work. “He was here every day for three years,” John says. They rebuilt walls and floors and tore out drop ceilings that hid elaborate stenciling and coffers. Researching Victorian style, Shireen traveled to Newport, R.I., and to the 1874 Mark Twain House in nearby Hartford, bringing along a woodworker so he could sketch mouldings for replication. She began collecting antiques—stashing her finds, including dozens of chairs, where she could. “For a while,” she laughs, “my mother-in-law’s family room was furnished like a funeral parlor.”

The couple had cashed in insurance policies and retirement funds to help pay for the restoration. But two years in, they ran out of money. “I had thought we could get it done in a couple of years,” John says. They stopped work to reassess. Their three grown children wouldn’t let them walk away: “You always told us to stick with what we start.” Within a year, their economic situation was better, and they pressed forward, completing the renovation in 2007.

Shireen had amassed three storage units full of antiques. When they moved in, to John’s amazement, Shireen had a place for every piece. The Silas W. Robbins House welcomed its first guests with a gala, a benefit in memory of a friend who’d died on 9/11.

It had been over six years since the couple first toured the moldy and charred interior—and took leave of their senses just long enough to commit to the project. Did they ever doubt the worthiness of the mission? “As Mark Twain said: ‘To be successful, all you need is ignorance and confidence’, ” Shireen answers.

For resources, see page 87
The most authentic and beautiful carpets in the Arts & Crafts tradition come from our looms to your floor.

Call us for a dealer in your area 800.333.1801

WWW.PERSIANCARPET.COM

Your Best Source for Victorian Hardware and Lighting

Vintage Hardware & Lighting www.vintagehardware.com 360-379-9030
VICTORIAN SPECIALTY

BRILLIANT TILE, LIGHTING, AND ORNAMENTS

The Silas Robbins House in the previous story wears Victorian finery inside and out, from the lacy iron cresting on the roof to a gilded mirror hung over a carved marble mantel. The restored inn inspired a search for these authentic beauties to embellish entry door, fireplace, and ceiling.

IN EXQUISITE DETAIL
Patterned on a period Renaissance Revival pattern, the forged-brass ‘Grande Victorian’ entry set with oval knobs (or lever handles) is from House of Antique Hardware. Complete set in antique finish, $396.90. houseofantiquehardware.com

HURRICANE PENDANT
Founded in 1924, Summit makes, decorates, and assembles lighting in America. Their large ceiling pendant has a pretty hurricane shade: hand-painted blue roses on amber-glazed opal cased glass. (Also available with red roses, and as a “Gone With the Wind” lamp.) Sold for $222 by The Mine, themine.com

FOR FIREPLACE & FOUNTAIN
Find tiles Victorian through Contemporary from this specialist in decorative and field tile for fireplaces and architectural applications. Drawing on companies like Low, Trent, and American Encaustic, they have an extensive collection of moulds and glaze formulas including bright, glossy crackle glazes. L’Esperance Tile Works, lesperancetileworks.com

CEILING WATERFALL
For smaller spaces, the ‘Zelda’ tiered “waterfall” fixture is in the style of early electric crystal chandeliers. Six embossed and filigreed metal bands are hung with crystal U-drops. Shown in nickel over brass; also available with a lacquered brass finish. It’s 14” wide, 19” long, with 3 bulbs; $1,089. King’s Chandelier, chandelier.com

BEAUTY ABOVE
Petitsin is a line of pliable compo ornaments; the RMF 2002 Neo-Classical Corner is French, Rococo, or a transition to Nouveau and Deco. It’s 33” on a side with a ¾” projection. $302.50 each. J.P. Weaver, jpwheaver.com
Over 300 Styles • Any Size • Various Wood Types • Arch Tops • Dog Doors
Wood Security Doors • Staining & Painting • Window Screens & Storms
Custom Designs • Made in the USA • Available Direct, Nationwide • And Much More!

COPPA WOODWORKING, INC.  (310) 548-4142
www.coppawoodworking.com

Don’t replace. Repair.

WEST SYSTEM’s marine grade epoxy and outstanding technical service is the perfect combination for making waterproof home repairs that will last for years to come.

westsystem.com | 866-937-8797
TRANSITIONAL B&B
Carole Dugard turned this 1904 bungalow into a bed-and-breakfast inn back in 1982. It’s in North Park’s Frary subdivision (named for the developer, later mayor of San Diego). The first built in the tract, it was the vacation home of Frank and Maude Frary. The house has lingering Victorian elements, especially the tall windows still in the dormer, but over time has been modified inside and out with Craftsman details.

MODERN PUEBLO
This unusual, stuccoed Spanish Revival house in the heart of the historic district was a duplex by builder Weston M. Hicks when it was new in 1925. Though it is now a single-family home, little if anything has been remodeled away. Duplexes are rare here, especially these stacked units that were once identical: two bedrooms on each floor, a maid’s room off each kitchen. Entry was through a single arched doorway.

JAPONESQUE BUNGALOWS
Two notable master builders working 1910–20 built over four dozen Craftsman Bungalows in North Park, South Park, and Mission Hills. They also designed two stunning “Japanese bungalows” in North Park, one on Maple Street in Burlingame (1917, by Alexander Schreiber) and this one, a masterpiece of 1915 by David Owen Dryden (for whom the historic district is named). Both exhibit upturned oriental eave boards over truss-gabled porches.

“The more than 125 homes in the North Park Dryden Historic District represent the architectural character that defines our amazing Craftsman neighborhood.”

DANIEL MARKS, AIA

BUNGALOW COURTSHIP
North Park’s bungalow love affair extended to bungalow courts—dozens of them in Arts & Crafts, Pueblo, Deco and Egyptian Revival, and Colonial styles. Tiny bungalows, as many as eight on a lot, housed workers arriving for the huge Panama-California Exposition in Balboa Park in 1915.
San Diego’s population grew from 17,000 to 74,000 between 1910 and 1920.

North Park / San Diego, California

A once-dreary area northeast of Balboa Park is now a hotbed for craft beer, boutique shopping, and people-watching. North Park is distinguished, too, by its Dryden Historic District and a vast inventory of century-old Craftsman Bungalows, most built during the housing and transportation boom of 1910–20.

By the 1960s, this small-town suburb and its retail core had fallen on hard times. Tough-minded gentrifiers brought in the national Main Street program in the mid-1990s, and revitalization followed. (Large signs erected at main intersections are akin to a town’s name on its water tower.) Now North Park, located just minutes from downtown, is filled with former fed-up commuters who are enjoying their living museum of Craftsman and Spanish Colonial Revival architecture.  

By Thomas Shess / Photographs by Gary Payne

PERGOLA PORTE COCHERE
Daniel and Gabriela Marks are among those who fought to create the North Park Dryden Historic District, which has houses in diverse Arts & Crafts-period genres. They live in this Swiss Chalet-style house, one of 50 dating to 1911–1919 by master builder David O. Dryden. The house has a trellised pergola roof extending over the driveway.

RARE BRICK CLADDING
This may be San Diego’s only brick-clad bungalow. Built in 1924 for a couple with Midwestern roots, it started as a wood-framed home. On clients’ orders, housewright Frank Garside added brick to the exterior as well as the river-rock foundation and retaining wall. Garside didn’t build many homes, but those that remain are inspired and iconic.

TWO-STOREY CRAFTSMAN
As a founding partner in the Klicka Lumber Company, sited at the epicenter of North Park, Emil and Jessie Klicka had options. Though surrounded by bungalows, they chose a two-storey model that took a lot of lumber to build. Designed and built in 1921 by Lance Consaul and Theo Lohmann, the house alludes to a Midwestern foursquare plan.
Fame Lived Here Once

These five historic homes are notable for the writer, artist, or film director formerly in residence.

**MONTEREY, CA / $1,425,000**

Artist John Langley Howard, designer and painter of WPA murals, lived and worked in this fanciful shingled cottage designed by architect Charles Sumner Greene in 1929. Features include original redwood paneling and vaulted ceilings.

**SALISBURY, MA / $525,000**

Poet and Pulitzer Prize-winner Edna St. Vincent Millay spent part of her childhood in the 1680 Jonathan Dole house. Interior features include original fireplaces and paneling, a nail-studded plank door, and a period-sympathetic kitchen.

**ORRINGTON, ME / $250,000**

After his daughter's cat was killed on the busy highway in front of this rambling 1904 Colonial Revival, author Stephen King was inspired to write *Pet Sematary*. Inside find hardwood floors, panel moulding, a sunroom, built-in cabinets, and a pantry with its original icebox.

**LOS ANGELES, CA / $1,695,000**

This Spanish Colonial Revival home was built for Oscar-winning film director Frank Capra in 1925. A stucco exterior, mature palm trees, vaulted and carved-beam ceilings, and arched passageways are among original features at this hilltop estate.

**BROOKLIN, ME / $3,700,000**

E.B. White, author of such diverse works as children's classic *Charlotte's Web* and writer's guide *The Elements of Style*, lived in this 1795 Federal farmhouse for 48 years. Inside, see six working fireplaces, period wainscots and doors, and a Crawford wood-burning cookstove.
Get A Weathered Barnwood Look For Your Projects

Pioneer Wood Products Patina is an easy, do-it-yourself powder treatment that when applied to new wood gives it a brown/gray appearance. It is not a paint or stain; it matures with time into a brown/gray color. The patina can be applied to all types of wood products, from flooring and siding to interior trim packages and ceiling boards.

How To Apply:
Simply dissolve the concentrate into water, apply with a brush, roller or sprayer.

1-Quart (Shown) (Coverage: 37-50 Square Feet), 865993
1-Gallon (Coverage: 150-200 Square Feet), 865542

For A Free Catalog Or To Find Your Local Woodcraft Store, Visit woodcraft.com Or Call 800-225-1153.170104
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World’s Most Powerful Leaf Vacuum...at a New LOW PRICE!

DR® LEAF VACUUMS have proven in laboratory testing to achieve the most vacuum power vs. competitors. And now, our All-New PILOT™ Model combines this same amazing yard clean-up power with an equally amazing new price!

- Rated #1 in Vacuum Power
- Now at the Lowest Price Ever
- Converts to an All-Purpose Trailer
- Stores Flat in Minutes

FREE SHIPPING

Call for a FREE DVD and Catalog!
Includes product specifications and factory-direct offers.

TOLL FREE 877-202-1657
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BURN SAFELY

with the Stainless Steel Portable BurnCage

PERFECT FOR:
- Sensitive financial documents
- All burnable household waste*
- Old leaves and branches

STAINLESS STEEL CONSTRUCTION is lightweight, durable, and portable (it folds for easy storage).

PERFORATED LID and sidewalls maximize airflow and trap embers.

1600° TEMPERATURES mean more thorough burning with less ash.

* Always check local ordinances before burning.

NEW BurnCage® MAX

Now Available In 3 Sizes!

Drleafvac.com
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FREE SHIPPING

SOME LIMITATIONS APPLY. CALL OR GO ONLINE FOR DETAILS.
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DFUWOOD
Make your period home distinctive with ornamental wood mouldings from the premier source.

At Driwood we craft architecturally correct, natural hardwood mouldings perfectly designed for homes from any historic period. With more than 500 mouldings in stock, we have the moulding you need for your home.

2130 3 1/2" x 3 3/4" Colonial era moulding with palmette pattern appropriate for use as a chair rail or a casing moulding.

2133 2 7/8" x 3 3/4" Colonial era moulding piece with a floral design and vertical bead and barrel pattern.

2139 3 1/16" x 2 15/16" Colonial era crown moulding with an acanthus leaf pattern and rope detail.

2140 3 1/2" x 1 15/16" Colonial era casing moulding with a pineapple patterned egg and dart detailed collection.

3010 5/8" x 3 3/16" Crown moulding with acanthus leaf & floral pattern on shallow cove accented with bead, real, egg & dart detail, and banderole design.

2195 2 1/4" x 2 3/16" Colonial era moulding with palmette pattern appropriate for use as a chair rail or a casing moulding.

2160 2 15/16" x 3 1/8" Casing moulding with a rope detail and triple bead and barrel pattern with simple plain faced and milled details.

3067 2 15/16" x 3 1/4" Chair rail moulding with an inverted acanthus leaf pattern and a rope detail.

Use Durham's Rock Hard Water Putty to fill cracks and holes, rebuild missing materials, and mold new objects. It permanently adheres in wood, plaster, and tile without shrinking. You can then saw, chisel, sand, polish, and color it. The go-to solution of demanding craftsmen for more than 75 years. Available from hardware, lumber, building material, and paint dealers everywhere, waterputty.com

Donald Durham Co.
Box 804-HJ, Des Moines, IA 50304

View & Shop online at driwood.com today.
888-245-9663 (toll free)

Visit Us Online For A FREE LOOK BOOK
www.KennebecCompany.com

Kennebec Co.
BEFITTING CABINETRY

207.443.2131 | One Front Street Bath, Maine
www.KennebecCompany.com | Facebook | Instagram

WON'T SHRINK From Any Job

DRIWOOD

Make your period home distinctive with ornamental wood mouldings from the premier source.
RESTORE

RESTORING OLD HOUSES
HOW IT HAS EVOLVED
The old ways survive . . . but they’ve been supplemented by new technologies and materials. page 40

QUICK MAKEOVERS: POLISHING UP THE LIVING ROOM
Give a bit of attention to the public areas of the house: keep rugs from sliding, add a portière, repair unsightly cracks.

48 QUICK MAKEOVERS: POLISHING UP THE LIVING ROOM
50 STUFF A TEENAGER SCREWED UP
52 SALVAGE IT
54 DO THIS, NOT THAT
Since the urban-pioneer days of the 1970s, the residential restoration movement has been fluid and ever-changing, adopting new techniques and modern materials along the way. By Mary Ellen Polson

To hear OHJ readers tell it, it was possible to pull Eastlake-style walnut woodwork out of a dumpster in neighborhoods like Park Slope, Brooklyn, or Seattle’s Capitol Hill, back in the day. Finding a window installer who didn’t want to replace curved glass in a brownstone bay or add triple-track storms to Queen Anne sash? Next to impossible.

Times changed. Today there are multiple sources for restoration window glass (see “Old Ways” p. 46)—although it’s as challenging as ever to find a skilled plasterer, mason, or even a carpenter sensitive to period techniques. Not to mention that gut renovation is once again a threat to historic homes from coast to coast. And, in rural parts of the Northeast, houses

Using 21st-century materials, The Cooper Group erected a massive free-span tent to cover the 17th-century Mayhew-Hancock-Mitchell house during a two-year restoration. New wood shingles were laid following the bowed and sagging lines of the time-worn roof.
When loss of a building looms as the alternative to restoration, it's essential that structural damage be addressed and modern building codes met. Sometimes it's necessary to use modern fasteners, where they won't be seen.

material like a cut nail, for instance. It's perfectly respectable for a crew member to predrill leader holes, then hammer reproduction clinch or rosehead nails in by hand. The result looks true to period, but it takes less labor to achieve it.

"The whole fastening world has changed a lot," Cooper says, noting that it is sometimes essential to use lag bolts or other modern fasteners—where they won't be seen—to meet modern building codes, for structural support, or both, especially when the alternative could be loss of the building.

Installation techniques are modified to save labor as well. Rather than use a bit and brace to fasten a board with lag bolts, for example, a restoration carpenter uses an impact wrench, which permits him to control the amount of pressure used: "That way the force won't strip the head and break the fastener."

Similar mechanical shortcuts used for structural restoration are also apparent in the construction of period built-ins and the new-old house movement. When James Stewart started working on the shop floor at The Kennebec Company more than 15 years ago, every component in the period cabinets he made was built without power tools. From stiles and rails to dovetail joints and finish sanding, "we absolutely did everything by hand," says Stewart, who is now the owner of the company.

That had to change, or the cost of the cabinets would have become prohibitive. As with building restoration, mechanized techniques are used where they won't show, permitting time for cabinetmakers to hand-plane and finish-sand the surfaces of drawers and doors.

Among those techniques is computer numeric control (CNC), which is now used throughout the building industry to model and to [text cont. on page 44]
Smart and Historic

The weighted, double-hung sash window has not changed much since 1830. After years in the restoration business, Brian Cooper thought he could build a better one. He came up with a double-glazed window, called the Nantucket, made with recycled 19th-century glass on the exterior and new glass on the interior.

The result is a super-efficient window that looks historic on the outside but performs like a Thermopane (insulated window) indoors. No storm window is required and the unit includes high-quality weather-stripping, offering one of the lowest air infiltration measurements available. Additionally, the window never needs reglazing: the wood muntins are moulded without glazing or putty.

A second style, the Nor‘Easter, adds an integrated storm shutter than can be operated remotely in the event of an impending storm or for security purposes. Normally invisible, the anodized aluminum shutter is rated to 200 mph. It can be operated from any location with an internet signal using a smart phone or tablet. Cooper Smart Windows, coopersmartwindows.com

Clear Comfort
Keep out drafts without blocking the beauty of original windows with standard-grade interior storms like these shown on the Frank Lloyd Wright-designed Ross House. They’re held in place with a patented compression tube. $24 to $36 per sq. ft. Indow Windows. (503) 284-2260, indowwindows.com

TOOLS + MATERIALS

BELOW New “smart” windows were installed as part of the restoration of a house built about 1750. RIGHT The “double glazed” Nor’Easter window is actually two windows in one with historical glazing on the exterior. A retractable hurricane-rated shutter is part of the package.
Milling components on a factory floor can result in a period-authentic home. In the controlled environment, individual elements are made and put together efficiently, then assembled as a kit package for the site.

precisely cut everything from cabinet boxes to intricate inlays and compass roses in wood flooring. It has three-dimensional capabilities, too: Soapstone fabricators like Bucks County Soapstone use it to cut sinks from a single block of stone.

At Connor Mill-Built Homes, milling all the components of a period reproduction home on a factory floor is part of the business model. In a controlled environment, reasons owner Michael Connor, individual elements like brackets can be made efficiently, applied to a cornice, and then assembled as part of an exterior kit package that goes together quickly once it's shipped to the building site.

While Connor’s homes are typically larger than the early American homes that inspired them, the proportions and details are so spot-on that the average person could easily mistake one of these new-builds for a house two centuries old.

The costs, changing building-code standards, and the availability of certain materials that inspired Connor to streamline his construction model continue to drive decision-making in the historic-restoration market as well. "If I relocate a house," says Brian Cooper, "I have to go through the whole engineering gauntlet" to acquire the necessary building permits. "It's usually about, How do you make an old house energy efficient?"

Not coincidentally, that usually costs more, and there is the added problem of concealing modern intrusions. Fortunately many of the latest insulating technologies—from house-wrap to high R-value, super-thin insulation—are invisible once a house is finished  [text cont. on page 46]
HIGH VELOCITY RETROFITS

Retrofitting an older home for heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) used to mean destroying old plaster walls and other historic materials to accommodate ductwork and large air delivery vents. Surprisingly, there's been a gentler option since 1946, when Cal McCracken started a company called Jet Heet. Now known as SpacePak, the system pumps high-velocity air into all the rooms in a house, delivered through unobtrusive outlets. Supplied by flexible, 2" ductwork that slips between studs in walls, it creates a gentle circulation pattern that produces relatively even heat and cooling. "The principle of the system has not changed," says Matt Klesczynski, director of marketing for Mestek, which owns SpacePak. "The technology has, just due to efficiency codes. We've gone from a single-speed motor that used to draw a lot of electricity to a variable-speed motor that is super efficient." The hydronic system is also a lot greener, since it uses water rather than refrigerants for cooling. More recent innovations include modulating boilers, which use less capacity during shoulder heating and cooling seasons, and heating coils specifically designed to remove excess humidity. While installation costs can be difficult to estimate thanks to the unknowns that lie behind walls and under floor joists, the flip side is that the finished system is all but invisible and whisper quiet. "With us, everything is hidden."
OLD WAYS ENDURE

Not every historic technology is obsolete, as these examples show. Some traditions are critical for authenticity.

**cut nails** Known by such picturesque monikers as clinch, clout, box, and rosehead, steel cut nails are one of the oldest technologies produced in the U.S., dating to the late 1700s. Cut nails provide superior holding power because their edges tear through wood fibers rather than splitting them. They’ve been in production more or less continuously since 1819 at one location, where amazingly, they’re still being made today. In a factory that dates to 1848, Tremont Nail produces nails very similar to those early ones. Ideal for historic restoration, more than two dozen varieties of steel cut nails are offered, standard or hot-dipped galvanized.Tremont Nail, [tremontnail.com](http://tremontnail.com)

**Loomed Textiles** When only an American-made historical textile will do, Thistle Hill Weavers is the place to go. Working on hand and antique looms, Rabbit Goody and her team of artisans weave customized versions of 18th- and 19th-century Venetian and figured ingrain carpets, jacquard-loomed damasks, worsteds, and silks for drapery and bed hangings, plus tassels and trims. While museums, the film industry, and clothing designers keep the studio busy, Thistle Hill is an approachable option for homeowners. Minimum order is just 18 yards. Pricing is comparable to designer fabrics: $65–$125 per yard. Carpets typically range $135–$225 per sq.yd. Thistle Hill Weavers, [thistlehillweavers.com](http://thistlehillweavers.com)

**Restoration Glass** Architectural glass with the appearance, flaws, and waviness of early glass is now available in period-specific styles. For the most exacting restorations, you can get mouth-blown cylinder glass from Hollander Restoration Window Glass, but the company also makes less expensive, thermally formed replicas as part of its Circa series. The characteristics of Circa 1700, for instance, include a slightly wavy character reminiscent of blown glass and mild surface imperfections typical of 18th- and early 19th-century windows. Also offered for later time periods (Circa 1800, Circa 1900), the glass comes in different thicknesses to match old, surviving glass.

AGW Glass offers its Old Style Window Glass in five grades, similar to how glass was categorized before 1920. American glass manufacturer Bendheim, in business since 1927, offers Restoration Glass in styles suited to early houses (Full Restoration) and Victorian and bungalow-era homes (Light Restoration). Like Hollander, Bendheim also makes crown bullion (bull’s-eye) glass.

with period weatherboards or shingles. Cooper has also developed a new line of old house-friendly windows that are low maintenance yet offer superb energy performance (see “Smart and Historic,” p. 43).

Basic materials such as wood of certain species, cut, or length are yet another challenge, as are period fittings. Cooper says it’s still possible to go to a specific sawmill and get the exact species of timber he wants, cut rift-sawn or quarter-sawn to a desired length. On the other hand, “if I want a 18’ long board that’s 20” wide, it’s real hard to get that.”

The same goes for matching dimensional lumber commonly available a century or two ago, which necessitates Cooper buying his own timber and sawing it to old-time specifications. And the once-vibrant salvage industry, a great source for period hardware, doors, windows, and architectural elements, is in decline. “Few people want old houses anymore. People want new houses,” says Cooper. “They think they want ‘green’ houses, even though recycling a historic house is one of the greenest things you can do.”
Allied Window has a strong commitment to high quality custom storm windows & the capability to meet the needs of any home or other building with single glass.

Interior & Exterior Windows
Custom Colors,
Custom Screens & Special Shapes
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WALLPAPER

Show off your windows with high quality custom fabricated shutters

Americana offers the entire DeVenco line of high quality, custom manufactured window coverings, including Plantation shutters, Colonial Wooden blinds, Victorian and Raised-Panel shutters.

AMERICANA
800.269.5697
www.shutterblinds.com
to order a free brochure
Polishing Up the Living Room

Secure Area Rugs
This hazard is easy to fix with carpet tape or padding. What’s best? Carpet tape is easy but the adhesive may leave a messy, hard-to-remove residue on flooring. It may be better for linoleum than wood. To use carpet tape, cut off 4" or longer pieces to apply to each corner of the rug and midway along the length. Peel one side of the backing and attach it to the rug’s underside. Position the rug and then remove the second backing to adhere the tape to the floor. • When choosing a carpet pad, avoid foam or clay-based padding. The waffle pattern on foam pads can leave an imprint on wood; clay-based padding disintegrates with use. Natural rubber pads or felt pads with a natural rubber backing grip well and protect rugs. Thinner pads are for where door clearance is needed; thicker pads provide cushioning. Cut carpet pads to fit with scissors or a carpet knife. The pad should be 1" to 2" shorter than the rug on all sides.

Hang a Portière
Portières are the drapery panels that adorned doorways in Victorian and Craftsman homes—a decorating addition with practical benefits.

STEP 1
Decide on fabric and mounting. Opulent fabrics such as velvets were used in colder months, lightweight silks in summer. The curtains were hung from rings (sewn into the curtain, or from sewn-in hooks that hang on the rings); sometimes the rod is simply put through a pocket in the curtain header. If you have enough height, inside hanging shows off the woodwork; outside mounting add height and drama. A valance hides the hanging hardware if the portière is installed on trim. The curtain should hang just at or above the floor, for a length of usually about 84". Portières should not pool; it’s a tripping hazard. Depending on the fabric and fullness desired, the full width of the portière should equal 1½ to 3 times the width of the doorway.

STEP 2
For inside mount, measure across the width of the doorway. For outside, allow 3" to 6" additional width beyond the opening. Wood or brass rods should be 1" to 1½" in diameter. For inside mounting, choose a rod with a socket bracket; a typical hook bracket works for outside mounts. Mark the position of the bracket and screw holes either within the frame or outside on trim or wall, checking for level. Do a pilot hole and screw in the bracket. (In the wall, use an anchor if there’s no stud.)

STEP 3
Use a holdback or fabric tieback to keep the portière out of the way when it’s open. Holdbacks range from the very simple to the big and ornate. A fabric tieback needs to be tack to the wall. To locate the position of the holdback, gather the curtain to the side about halfway down its length. Adjust higher or lower (say, to align with a wainscot or trim); mark the location. If using two curtain panels and two holdbacks, repeat on the other side.
Repair Cracks In Plaster

Most old houses have hairline cracks in plaster, and perhaps plaster that's come loose from the lath behind it. Large repairs require skill, but any do-it-yourselfer can improve the look of cracked walls with these methods and materials.

**STEP 1**

Clean out cracks with a putty knife or a 5-in-1 tool. For hairline cracks, score to widen the crack enough to provide surface area for bonding of the repair. For larger cracks, remove the affected area in a patch to reveal the lath. Brush away debris.

**STEP 2**

If an area of plaster is pulling away from the walls, secure it with 1 1/2-2" drywall screws with a perforated metal or plastic "plaster washer" over each. Place the washered screws about 1 1/2" to 2" away from each side of the crack, offset. Keep screw holes 3" to 4" apart.

**STEP 3**

Following manufacturer's instructions, mix the base coat for the plaster until it thickens. With a spray bottle, lightly spritz the crack with water, but don't saturate the lath. Spread plaster with a trowel, making sure to get it into the crack and onto the lath. Also cover screw holes. Smooth the plaster, feathering the edges 2" to 3" past the crack and over screw holes. Scrape off excess. Allow to dry for 24 to 48 hours depending on humidity. Sand smooth with fine sandpaper.

**STEP 4**

Apply the skim coat. It will have a lighter consistency than the base coat—almost like pancake batter. Don't put too much skim-coat plaster on your trowel. Work quickly in small sections and spread a thin layer over the wall, keeping it as smooth as possible. Polish by lightly spraying the wall with water and smoothing with a grout float. Let dry. Check for imperfections. If needed, sand and skim again. Finish as desired with paint or wallpaper.

**TIP**

When applying the skim coat, keep a bucket of water handy to remove buildup on tools and wet the edges of the trowel for a smoother finish.
We’ve always appreciated the drop-down windows in our sleeping porch, but they can be cantankerous. 

Our lake house, built in 1917, has a small sleeping porch at the back, with windows that open by dropping down into wall pockets. We love this feature! Recently one of my kids, not knowing his own strength, yanked on a sticky window and now it won’t budge. It’s stuck halfway open. —Estelle Penny

THE FIX

Windows that drop down (or, more frequently, that slide up) between studs in a wall cavity appear in houses of many eras and styles, from Greek Revival and Queen Anne homes in the South to old “camps” like yours in the Northeast. The operating mechanism is usually a weight and pulley system like a regular double-hung sash window, but it might instead be a spring-balance system. With either, the sash should slide easily and almost silently into the wall.

There are three reasons the window could have gotten stuck: There is debris in the pocket; the window is out of alignment; or one of the sash weights or the counterbalance system is broken or stuck. First check for debris. Shine a flashlight into the pocket to see if anything is wedged against the sash. With a flat, narrow tool like a yardstick (or even a wooden spoon), you may be able to remove or dislodge the material. If the debris is loose and small, use the flat crevice tool on your vacuum cleaner to suck it out. If the window is crooked or otherwise out of true, gently rock the sash back and forth and/or up and down until it’s mostly level and no longer appears to be twisted in the opening.

Finally, check the window mechanism. This may require removing the paneling below the window for access. If you find a sash and pulley system with a broken cord, restring the weight with new cord, available from Sampson Rope (sampsonrope.com), then replace any stop moulding and the paneling. If you have a counterbalance system, the easiest fix is to simply order a new one from Pullman Manufacturing (pullmanmfg.com). The sash balances come in a multitude of sizes; instructions and a video are available online.

And tell the boys to treat the house like an antique!

Share Your Story!

What have you, your spouse, pet, contractor, previous owner [you get the picture] screwed up? Email us at tviator@aimmedia.com.
Superior Indoor Air Quality and Climate Control
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Clean Comfortable Air with no Hot & Cold Spots!

HEPS Air Purification System cleans the air down to the smallest molecule
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HE-Z Series Fan Coil is also available with 2, 3 or 4 supply collars* for simple zoning

*Multi-Collar Fan Coils come complete with Pre-Installed Zone Panel, Power Open/Close Dampers and Actuators
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Copper Window Vanity

Repurposing a round, exterior copper window to be used as a mirror frame took some imagination. By Brian D. Coleman

When he purchased a spacious, 3,000-square-foot loft in Tribeca, the new owner wanted to celebrate the industrial past of this converted warehouse. He worked with New York City architect Jane Kim (janekimdesign.com) to incorporate architectural salvage throughout—cabinets, wood, iron, fixtures, and fittings—creating a unique living space. Of all things, it was the vanity in the powder room that became a centerpiece. The bathroom project began with the discovery of a large, 6'11" wide by 6'3" high, reclaimed copper window assembly at Urban Archaeology (urbanarchaeology.com). The round window became the frame for the mirror.

steps to reuse

1. HANGING THE WINDOW
Plywood was attached to the back of the frame with copper nails, readying it for hanging. The unit was attached to the wall with French cleats, and a round mirror installed over the window opening, creating an illusion of depth. (French cleats are a straightforward and inexpensive way to hang cabinets, mirrors, or heavy art. Basically, it's a length of wood cut at a 30-45° slope; one half is attached to the wall and the other to the back of the piece. Lag bolts are drilled into the wall to hold the first cleat. The second, attached to the object, mates with the wall cleat.)

2. A COPPER WALL
A pair of salvaged copper panels was attached to the wall to cover it in copper. The blue-green patina of the panels nearly matches the verdigris of the window frame, making it look like the whole wall unit was a single part of a 19th-century building. Copper panels first were secured with copper nails to plywood, then hung on the wall with French cleats nailed onto the plywood.

3. BARN-WOOD COUNTER
The countertop is made from reclaimed barn wood. The wood was sealed with Epifanes boat sealer to prevent water stains and deterioration. The sink's drainpipe and water pipes were run in a wall mount hidden behind the copper panels, allowing a seamless appearance. The room's walls are painted in 'Gray Owl' from Benjamin Moore, a neutral that gives the verdigris a starring role.
What Is Restor-A-Finish?

- A RESTORER with the unique ability to penetrate wood finishes and enhance the luster and depth of grain
- Not a stain - A unique restorer that brings back color to fades finishes
- Not a refinisher - A unique restorer that blends out scratches and blemishes
- Not a stripper - Will not damage or remove original finish
- Not a cover-up - Restor-A-Finish is a permanent solution

NEUTRAL
For all light wood tones

MAPLE-PINE
For all light brown wood tones

GOLDEN OAK
For all golden brown wood tones

CHERRY
For all medium brown wood tones

WALNUT
For all medium brown wood tones

MAHOGANY
For all dark reddish wood tones

DARK WALNUT
For all dark walnut wood tones

DARK OAK
For all dark oak wood tones

EBONY BROWN
For all black-brown wood tones

Eliminate water marks, sun fade, oxidation, smoke damage

Removes white heat rings

To Find A Dealer In Your Area Call Toll-Free 800.266.9545
Or Visit Our Website www.HowardProducts.com
Priming Painted Wood

More planning is needed for outdoor painting projects than for those inside. Weather plays an obvious role. Other caveats and best practices apply, as well. Latex paints have revolutionized the job. They're quick drying and low odor with zero to minimal VOC (volatile organic compound) emissions, and they clean up with soap and water. Most latex formulations today are superior to the old paints in ease of use and performance. So why would we ever use solvent-based oil or alkyd (synthetic resin) paints? Well, traditional coatings have a role to play, especially for old houses—although a house previously painted in oil-base paint does not have to stick with oil. Oil/alkyd paints are a good choice for priming over previously painted, fissured wood that has been scraped and sanded. These still afford the highest gloss and the hardest surface. By Ray Tschoepe

Wrong Way

The Limits of Latex

If you've scraped and sanded exterior siding or trim, choose an oil-base primer rather than latex. If you've used latex primer in the past, you might have noticed that you needed to do additional scraping after the primer dried. Latex paints shrink as they dry, and that tension pulls at the old paint, even if it seemed well adhered. In addition, the quick drying time of latex paint hinders its absorption into surface irregularities, and so it may peel.

Know Your Substrate

The standard today is a latex primer followed by latex top coats. As is often the case, old-house owners need to think a little deeper. If you are facing old, previously painted wood surfaces that still have paint adhering, it's better to use an oil/alkyd primer—even if the finish coat will be a compatible latex formulation. The oil-base paint won't shrink appreciably, and its longer drying time contributes to its adhesion to rough and weathered wood.
Glenn Bowman, owner and craftsman
Crafting quality soapstone sinks and countertops for 160 years.

Soapstone is all we do.
WE FABRICATE AND INSTALL MORE SOAPSTONE THAN ANYONE... PERIOD. We build on-site for a perfect fit every time. Trust us for value, experience and the quality that comes from generations of Vermont craftsmanship.

Custom crafted sinks and countertops. Your design or ours.

Vermont Soapstone Co. (quality from the ministry to your home since 1950)

VermontSoapstone.com 855-868-5702
www.ClassicGutters.com
Timeless quality... old world charm

Introducing Radius Gutter

90" SECTIONS
HALF ROUND
5", 6" & 8"
K-STYLE
5", 6" & 7"

ClassiC
Gutter SYSTEMS LLC.
Artistry, Charm & Elegance

Copper, Aluminum & Galvalume
Half Round Gutters
Ship up to 26' Nationally
32 Styles of Cast Fascia & Downspout Brackets
Roof Mount Options Available
Phone: (269) 665-2700 Fax: (269) 665-1234

www.ArtsAndCraftsPress.com

Woodblock
Prints

by Yoshiko Yamamoto

www.ArtsAndCraftsPress.com

MON-RAY
"Quietly Making a Difference Since 1947"

HIGH PERFORMANCE STORM WINDOWS
for Residential and Commercial Buildings

• Conserve Energy
• Reduce Maintenance
• Retain Historical Appearance
• Abate Outside Noise

1-800-544-3646
www.monray.com

Zip-Strip! Makes It Easy...

Zip-Strip paint & finish removers effectively restore precious wood surfaces back to their original beauty and condition.

www.recocem.com/us
ON-BUDGET DESIGN

Fresh new ideas for rooms that honor history, embrace eclecticism, and are even affordable.

PAGE 58
Learn how this owner took her house from tired and boring to bold and beautiful using fresh, budget-friendly ideas that don’t fight history.

BY PATRICIA POORE
PHOTOGRAPHS BY ERIC ROTH

Maple Rest, our 1790 Federal farmhouse in New Hampshire, was in good condition, but had no spirit left inside! The parlor mantel remained (once there were seven working fireplaces), but trim had gradually been eroded. The house was blah. To some extent, that allowed me artistic license.
Acting as living room, music room, and library, this one was a deliberate splurge. Custom cabinets, walls, and trim are painted all in one color: an old tradition lately rediscovered. The chair in a leopard toile is a classic with a twist. Roman valances are an efficient use of a pricey fabric.

So says homeowner and decorator Amy Mitchell, who lives in this, their “forever house,” with her husband, Rob, and sons Earl and Lee. Taking it slow, she’s been improving and decorating it to suit the family while keeping the 18th-century house’s history and quality in mind. “I want everything I do to stand the test of time,” Amy says.

She calls her approach “fresh classic”: tradition with a twist. In selecting fabrics and wallpapers, for example, she will always nod to the past, but the colors and patterns are refreshed. With bold strokes, she’s taken the historical context and made it work for a modern family.

“We curated our finds from auctions, Craigslist, Etsy, and eBay to stay on budget,” she explains. She wants good, American-made furniture, not big-box MDF and staples, and for now that means a reliance on vintage—not yet antique—furniture of the past 60 years. She also learned, early on, that paying a decorator for time yields the trade discount, making designer wallpapers and upholstered furniture more affordable. Before Amy earned a certification, designer Dena Hamilburg introduced her to the better quality and more classic proportions of showroom furniture.

Amy also discovered the best local resources. Living in north central New Hampshire, she wasn’t willing to travel to Boston for every purchase. “Looks can be deceiving,” she says: a fairly local company called The Rug Depot has a huge selection of high-quality carpeting and great customer service. She also found that the local picture-framer on Main St. uses better materials and does a more custom job for about the same price as the chain stores when they are supposedly offering a “blowout” sale.

Her next big project will be the kitchen, “late 1990s honey-maple with blue laminate,” she says. “It’s too bad previous owners sunk money into it, because it simply doesn’t fit the house.” The old summer kitchen/woodshed and a 1970s bumpout were annexed to make a big square room, half of which has a 6 1/2’ ceiling. She plans a new layout to incorporate a small keeping room.

ABOVE Throughout the Northeast, many sturdy old houses like this one remain. Inside, they’ve often been stripped of character, or decorated in a trite, Early American vein. This 1790 farmhouse holds delightful surprises.
library in blue The dimensions of the long, narrow room were odd, and the family wanted to include a piano and a large book collection. It worked! The most arresting thing may be the color ('Stiffkey Blue' by Farrow & Ball)—pricey for paint, but paint is always a decorating bargain. Low-profile bookcases by the contractor created a library, a must for these bibliophiles; and "I wasn’t doing IKEA in this room," the owner says. Sofas from Charles Stewart Co. were made more affordable because the fabric, by Old World Weavers, had been discontinued. The tan chair has Donghia mohair fabric—bought on eBay. The ottoman is a vintage Calico Corners piece via Craigslist, the leather was purchased on eBay, and reupholstery was by Correctional Industries at the New Hampshire State Prison for Men.

“If you do a Roman valance instead of a Roman shade, you save a yard of material per window. At $100 a yard wholesale and with seven windows, that’s quite a savings.”

DESIgn TIPS

→ TIP NO. 2
SPLURGE ON LESS of a good thing: expensive fabric for a table runner, or for valances instead of Roman shades.

→ TIP NO. 3
BUY OLD STUFF (VINTAGE, NOT ANTIQUE) and upgrade with custom lampshades or new cushions.

→ TIP NO. 4
LOOK ONLINE to Etsy and eBay, not to mention Craigslist. And go to auctions!

TOP "The smallest baby grand we could find" came from an estate sale. The Federal-style convex mirror is oversized to keep it unfussy. LEFT Built-ins were not inexpensive, but they take the place of furniture and will last. The sofa damask is a large-scale floral.
not charming, welcoming, or lovely. It was dingy and blah," wrote Amy Mitchell on her blog. "I love when art serves as the inspiration." The new paint color, keyed to the coral in a painting bought at an estate auction, made all the difference. The turquoise opaline lamp and the console are vintage pieces from online sellers; other furnishings are from catalog retailers. The stair runner is a machine-made Couristan, the ceiling fixture by Thomas O'Brien.

The Dining Room  Astute spending allowed splurging on a breathtaking wallpaper from Schumacher; the amount needed was lessened by large windows and treatment of the lower walls as a painted dado. The paper is 'Chenonceau', a pattern inspired by a 17th-century Persian damask, with nevertheless a fresh take on fauna and palette. "It also reminded me somewhat of Morris and Voysey designs," Amy says. "It's historical but not a document pattern. I take some artistic freedom in this house, which is not a pure example. I would be more accurate if I owned a true period piece."

Initially, the room was inspired by the vintage silk rug purchased at an auction. "I'm so glad most people don't do auctions," Amy confides. "I get the best bargains from under-attended ones . . . a 9' x 11' silk rug for less money than a new one that size at Pottery Barn." The corner cabinet is by D.R. Dimes—purchased secondhand on Craigslist. The rest of the furniture, for now, is good quality but not handmade or fine reproduction. The chairs came from eBay, the chandelier through Etsy.

"I prefer to make historical references, without being literal."
For a sense of accomplishment and to create a refuge, pick a room that will be affordable and easy and just do it.

master bedroom  The bedrooms came first, "easy rooms that would be refuges for my husband and me, and our son Earl, while we tackled more difficult rooms," Amy explains. This room retains its beaverboard ceiling—a case of leaving well enough alone. Its decorating scheme started with the wallpaper, a 1950s pattern by Cole & Son called 'Woods'. Amy's husband, Rob, saw it in one of her old magazines and liked its reference to the birches outside their window. "Though it's a modern paper, it's tone-on-tone and pastoral, reminding me of toile," Amy says. It becomes an unexpected backdrop for traditional silhouettes: the four-post bed and Colonial-style chest, an oriental rug. The cherry bed was free, a hand-me-down from a friend whose guest bedroom was about to become a nursery. "I wouldn't have chosen it but I wasn't going to turn it down," Amy says. "You don't always get to have—or have to get—your first choice."

The handmade candlewicking and tufted-chenille bedspread with a traditional late 18th-century wedding-ring pattern is from The Heirloom Collections (theheirloomcollections.com). It's paired with cost-effective linen drapery from IKEA and a rug found at auction.

"In an old house like this, you have to keep the silhouettes—chairs, case goods—traditional. But you freshen color and pattern and you can play with the lighting."
“My great-grandmother made that quilt for my parents’ wedding. It sat in the attic because it’s bright green and yellow! But I remembered it for my son’s room.”

a boy’s bedroom The York wallpaper was a bit of a splurge even with the trade discount. But the bed is from an estate sale; rocker, bedside table, and dresser (“sturdy rock maple”) were found at an antiques mall. And—this is a kid’s room: lamps, alarm clock, and bookcase came from Target.

THE PORCH The existing screened porch was a great amenity going unused. Furnishing it as a room was inexpensive. The vintage wicker furniture came from a consignment store, and so did a little green table and a wrought-iron chandelier. The all-weather rug is from Pottery Barn. Pillows from Pier 1 and through craftspeople selling on Etsy add color and pattern.
Butler’s in Blue

A new kitchen in the style of a grand butler’s pantry replaced an unkind Euro-modern remodeling. By Brian D. Coleman

This kitchen, and that teal color, created a stir when we first published it in 2011. This year, it won the popular vote against a mint-green 1925 revival kitchen and a custom farmhouse kitchen. The house is an 1882 Queen Anne in Connecticut, stunningly restored under the guidance of preservation architect David Scott Parker. Although many details had been stripped or painted over, the house boasted generously proportioned rooms with high ceilings.

Parker has a special affinity for the Aesthetic Movement, which was at its height when the house was built in the early 1880s. The clients’ goal was to create artistic, historically accurate rooms, but ones that would serve the modern needs of an extended family.

1. FEATURE WALL
The lucky find of those original leaded-glass pantry doors out in the carriage house guided the design. The kitchen was re-imagined around a butler’s pantry built in with crown moulding. Interior cabinet lighting emphasizes the height and beautiful doors. The color, matching the original, echoes the rich tone set in other rooms of the Victorian house.

2. A COOK’S SPACE
The dominance of the arresting cabinet wall, along with a good floor plan, keeps the room from looking cluttered—yet everything is at the cook’s fingertips. Kitchens were, and are, meant to be used. Note the plate rack for dishes drying over the sink, the spice shelf, unstowed utensils, and pots hung on a rack.

3. NO-STYLE APPLIANCES
Following the clients’ preference for a truly functional room—and because this is indeed an entirely new kitchen—no attempt was made to hide modern appliances. Like timeless commercial appliances, the stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, and wine cooler in glass and stainless steel have a simple appearance.

4. PERIOD MATERIALS
Other materials specified for the new kitchen come from the same period as the house, complementing the old doors: the flooring is wood, soapstone is used for countertops and sink, and a butcher block is the prep station.

The solarium has an encaustic-tile floor by the venerable English company Minton-Hollins. In that room, workmen drilling into a wall discovered an elaborate leaded transom; the window was restored and became the model for re-creating missing transoms.

Previous owners had remodeled the kitchen in a “European Modern” style with white laminate. Yet the area remained a congested warren of small spaces. David Parker relocated a powder room and closet and the basement stairs to give the new kitchen, rebuilt in the former butler’s pantry, a central location. The best part: Those leaded-glass cabinet doors are originals. They were found stored in the carriage house. The paint color, “somewhere between teal and peacock blue,” says Parker, was custom-mixed on site to match the old doors. After painting, the cabinetwork was glazed.
Enclume’s PR39 ‘All Bars Rack’ has a straightforward rectangular design and uncluttered bars with straight hooks, no grid or complex mounts. With traditional mounting hardware and Snap toggle for mounting on drywall, the pot rack comes with 12 straight hooks. Size 40” x 16” x 14” high, 23 pounds. $380. enclume.com

The earthenware ‘Pumpkin Tureen’ from Sur La Table comes with a vegetal ladle, too. The covered bowl is good for serving autumn kale soup—or hot mulled cider. The tureen is 9” x 9”, 5 qt. capacity. MSRP $50. surlatable.com

A single-hole faucet with lever handle and hook spout saves space; this one has a traditional design. The ‘Larsen’ kitchen faucet with a side spray, solid brass, shown with the brushed nickel finish: $269.95. signaturehardware.com

This practical and adaptable puck light is suitable for cabinet lighting. Small, 120 voltage (no transformer), it has a tilt feature and is dimmable. Cooler and safer than halogen, easy to link, install, and connect. Shown in satin nickel; $40-55 each and also sold as multi-light kits. affordablequalitylighting.com
The Serenity Bathroom

You'd almost think this was a vintage bath, maybe one that was added in a former bedroom. By Patricia Poore

Actually, it's a new classic in a house designed by the architect Gil Schafer. Our audience picked this room by a huge margin, calling it "the dream bath." (To gauge the favorite, we presented three quite different baths to OHJ readers and Facebook friends: an actual surviving late-Victorian bathroom in Savannah, a cottage-style suite of rooms on Cape Cod, and this throwback design in a new-old house—all three lovely and unique.)

Schafer credits the success of the room in a new, traditional New England farmhouse to his collaboration with the interior designer Michael S. Smith. They thought hard about a narrative that would drive design, coming up with the idea that this might have been an actual Colonial-era house renovated and decorated within the Colonial Revival sentiment that still ruled in the 1930s—the implied date of the bathroom. "I therefore designed bathrooms with unexpectedly generous proportions, suggesting those rooms originally had other uses," Schafer says. Then Smith "subliminally underscored the idea" by selecting Art Deco-style fixtures, along with accessories of the sort prevalent during the Colonial Revival and still traditional classics today. The result is a hybrid, a bathroom (and a house) that looks evolved and like a familiar house of memory. Besides making residents feel more rooted, a layered interior also adds vitality, Schafer says.

In the master suite, the moldings were designed to match millwork and a mantel salvaged from a historic house. (The bedroom has an elegant Chinese scenic wallpaper.) Here, in the adjacent master bathroom, Smith introduced such Deco-era fixtures as the console sink and a rounded tub with exposed plumbing, suggesting a bath put into the room in the '30s, though in fact the entire house is brand new.

1. ONCE A BEDROOM
Not only is the space large, as if it had once been a bedchamber, but it also appears to retain the finishes that would have been in bedrooms: a coved ceiling with moldings, a board wainscot, soft color on the walls. It does not present as a tiled "sanitary" bathroom, like those in later homes.

2. CONSIDERED LIGHTING
Lighting is clean and adequate, but not merely utilitarian. Though fine enough for a hall or dining room, the carved alabaster [stone] bowl pendant fixture fits the room beautifully. The use of brass and glass in fixtures, rather than 20th-century chrome, contributes to the sensibility.

3. A LOVELY SYMMETRY
The architect used a classical plan: note the door frames on either side of the sink wall. The wall itself has a bilateral arrangement (sconces, towel bars), worth noting as it avoids the haphazard feeling of many service rooms.

4. CHOICE IN FIXTURES
Fixtures don't hide in cabinetwork, but sit front and center. Still, as plumbing-fixture classics, they quietly telegraph another time. The tub has Art Deco curves and an exposed telephone faucet; with its traditional Mott feet, the console sink looks like a period fixture.

5. QUIET, WITH TEXTURE
The room is almost monochromatic with white fixtures, yet it's grounded and warmed by the wood floor that ties it to adjoining rooms, along with the rug, the chair, and the veining in the alabaster. The mirror frame echoes the wood; the dressing room has early HL hinges.
Brasslight Gallery offers different style families of alabaster (natural stone] lighting. Shown is the 'Palladian' carved alabaster pendant with solid brass fittings. For three candelabra bulbs (incandescent, CFL, or LED); chain-hung available, bowls 12"-24" dia. The 16" bowl configured as shown is $1,020. brasslightgallery.com

Urban Archaeology has a full range of washstands Victorian, Art Deco, and Modern. Their timeless 'Industrial Base' may be ordered with metal or glass legs; shown with the Mott foot. The base is $3,245 in glass and polished brass; basin and stone sold separately. urbanarchaeology.com

Keep the serenity uncluttered by decanting toiletries into classical apothecary jars. This 'Decorative Glass Jar Set of 3' is clear glass with weighted bases and lids, in heights 7 1/2" to 11". Online or at Target ($40.99); see a full range at Diamond Star, diamondstarglass.com

Rugs made of 100% recycled plastic are fade-proof and impervious to water—perfect for a bath. 'Turkish' is one of half a dozen orientals from Mad Mats, who also sell floral and geometric designs Moroccan to Mid-century Modern, in a range of sizes and colorways. This one, in 5' x 8' size, is $96. madmats.com
The Classics

From wood-block-printed wallpaper to unlacquered brass, timeless furnishings and fixtures are always a good fit. By Mary Ellen Polson

1. SUNFLOWER SUITE
Ideal for an Eastlake or Aesthetic Queen Anne interior, the brand-new Jeffrey wall fill in Eucalyptus is complemented by the Metford frieze in Cerulean Blue, also new. Jeffrey is sold in 30-square-foot rolls ($72). The frieze is $41 per yard. Bradbury & Bradbury, (707) 746-1900, bradbury.com

2. ICONIC CHANDELIER
Inspired by the 1957 Russian spacecraft, the Mid-century Modern Sputnik Atomic Age chandelier in polished nickel is trimmed with 40 arms and the era's star bulbs. Completely handmade in America, it's 46” high x 37” in diameter. $950. Vintage Hardware & Lighting, (360) 379-9030, vintagehardware.com

3. DOCUMENT PAPERS
Strawberry Hill Floret and Stars and Squares are two block-printed papers that date to 18th-century England yet feel remarkably modern. Printed to order on 11-yard rolls. $445 and $495. Adelphi Paper Hangings, (518) 284-9066, adephipaperhangings.com

4. DEVELOP PATINA
Unlacquered brass is back. The Florin 15 wall-mounted mixer and hand-held shower combine sleek rounded forms with clean lines suggestive of 1920s Art Deco design. Also available in polished chrome, polished nickel, and brushed nickel. $3,191. Victoria + Albert, (800) 421-7189, vandabaths.com

5. WINDOW STANDBYS
Raised-panel, batten, louvered, and combination shutters for use indoors or out come in a wide range of sizes and a choice of premium woods. Custom colors and cutouts, too. Shuttercraft, (203) 245-2608, shuttercraft.com
6. OLD-FASHIONED BATH
Reminiscent of an old-fashioned washstand, this unusual trough-style sink is a custom design from a historic soapstone fabricator. Classic designs for kitchen and bath sinks range from about $500 to $1,000. Vermont Soapstone, (802) 263-5404, vermontsoapstone.com

7. ANGLO-PERSIAN
The Kensington is a new Arts & Crafts rug design with curves and flowers in rich blue, red, gold, rust, and black on a light cream ground. It comes in sizes from 4' x 6' to 10' x 14'. An 8' x 10' rug is $3,280. The Persian Carpet, (919) 489-8362, persiancarpet.com

8. SYMPHONY IN WOOD
This elaborate, curved, neoclassical ceiling is decorated with embossed, solid-hardwood mouldings. Among the hundreds of options are period re-creations in early Colonial, Georgian, Adam, Federal, French, and Williamsburg styles. Most run from $.50 to $20 per foot. Driwood Mouldings, (888) 245-9663, driwood.com

9. COPPER ELEGANCE
Although it looks like the big black stoves of yesteryear, the 45”-wide dual-fuel range offers four gas burners, two electric smooth-top burners, and a self-cleaning convection oven. The 1865ST is shown with optional antique copper trim and a Victorian trivet. $9,970. Elmira Stove Works, (800) 295-8498, elmirastoveworks.com

10. RHYTHMIC DANCE
A complement to Candace Wheeler’s Honeybee wallpaper from 1881, the Honeybee Frieze portrays a circular dance of bees among clover blossoms. It’s sold in 6-yard rolls. $36 per yard. J.R. Burrows & Co., (800) 347-1795, burrows.com
FAVORITE THINGS

Crystal, stone, sheet metal and brass—**durable, natural** materials stand the test of time.

11. COLOR CLARITY
These cut-crystal knobs were recently introduced in four strong colors: black, cobalt, pink, emerald green. All can be matched with period-friendly plates and rosettes in passage, privacy, or mortise sets. Most sell for $125 to $175. Nostalgic Warehouse, (800) 522-7336, nostalgicwarehouse.com

12. HISTORIC & UNIQUE
Slate, like soapstone, has a history in kitchens that goes back centuries. In beautiful greys, blacks, greens, and mottled greens and purples, each sink or counter is unique. Sinks 30” or 36” long x 21” wide cost $1,073 to $1,267. Sheldon Slate, (518) 642-1280, sheldonslate.com

13. FROM THE ORIGINAL
Hundreds of architectural sheet-metal ornaments are made today, on original equipment, by this company dating to 1898. The 12” x 16” shield is available in zinc ($40) or copper ($120) and can be used indoors or out. W.F. Norman, (800) 641-4038, wfnorman.com

14. ELECTRIFYING MISSION
Recalling combination fixtures ca. 1900, the Mission style gas/electric wall bracket is made in the U.S. of solid brass. It’s shown in polished brass (unlacquered also available, to develop a patina) with Arts & Crafts square shades. $306.28. House of Antique Hardware, (888) 223-2545, houseofantiquehardware.com

15. SHAKE IT UP
Dress up unattractive baseboard radiators with covers that resemble architectural mouldings. The Shaker style cover features a flat cabinet and quarter-round border. A Shaker Designer style is also available. Main panels, $70 per foot; end caps, $90 to $150 each. OverBoards, (800) 835-0121, go-overboard.com
Ann Wallace for Prairie Textiles

Curtains, roller shades, bedding, table linens, embroidered and stencilled.

www.meltonworkroom.com • 213.614.1757

NU-WAL®
RESTORATION SYSTEM

MAKE WALLS & CEILINGS LOOK LIKE NEW AGAIN!

TIME TESTED FOR OVER 35 YEARS

LEAD ENCAPSULATION
ONE DAY APPLICATION
NO TRIM REMOVAL
NO PLASTER REMOVAL
NU-WAL.COM
BOONE, IA
800-247-3932

SPECIFICATION CHEMICALS, INC.

CLIMATE SEAL™

THE WORLD'S BEST THERMAL, ACOUSTIC, PRESERVATION WINDOW INSERTS

FEATURES:

- Magnetic interior storm window for maximum efficiency and easy removal!
- Helps maintain the integrity and improves the efficiency of your existing windows.
- 40-60% improved thermal efficiency.
- Rapid payback through energy cost savings.
- Elimination of drafts and condensation.
- Custom colors, shapes and designs are the standard.
- 50-80% sound reduction from the exterior.
- Filters harmful ultraviolet light to protect against sun damage and fading.
- Extensive dealer & installer network available or DIY approved.

"Window Inserts – The Better Alternative to Replacement Windows!"

877.773.7379
sales@climateseal.com • www.climateseal.com

"Preserving America's Historic Properties & Their Windows!"
Some standbys are perfect for houses of any era, like the ones shown here.

16. BLING IT ON
Authentic half-round gutters in copper, aluminum, or Galvalume are supported on plain or decorative fascia brackets. A 6” half-round copper gutter costs $8.50 to $10.50 per foot. Fancy brackets: $13.50 and up. Classic Gutter Systems, (269) 665-2700, classicgutters.com

17. SHADES OF THE PAST
Order a restoration-quality roller shade in 100% cotton or other material from a shade maker with 60 years of history. Options include trimming with or without scallops, bells, gimps, and fringes. Four-star cotton with scallop: $209 and up. Alameda Shade Shop, (877) 522-0633, shadeshop.com

18. ARTFUL DOORS
The Great Outdoor screen door features whimsical tree cutouts in panels on the lower part of the door. In a choice of woods with different types of screening (including no-see-um), storm options, sidelights and transoms, and pet doors. $709 and up. Vintage Doors, (800) 787-2001, vintagedoors.com

19. UPCYCLED ORIGINAL
From a company that reconditions vintage fixtures for the long haul comes a Richmond drainboard farmhouse sink of 1946. The 42” sink has been completely resurfaced and fitted with a new, period-look faucet. Five-year warranty. $1,949. Ready to Re, (337) 466-3917, readytore.com

20. SCROLL OF ANTIQUITY
Add a touch of elegance in an unexpected location with a scrolled grille in an iconic 20th-century design. Grilles are handcrafted in America from solid brass, cast iron, aluminum, or steel at least ¼” thick. A 14” x 5 ½” grille in solid brass is $89.95. Reggio Registers, (800) 880-3090, reggioregister.com
Your Search is Over

Not only will Valor gas inserts fit your small fireplace, they offer a great vintage style, a liner for your chimney and thermostatic controlled heat that works without electricity. Call us for technical advice - we're your old fireplace experts!

Victorian Fireplace Shop

Valor Radiant Gas Fireplace

804-355-1688
VictorianFireplaceShop.com

Fancy Ashlar, French or American, circa 1800
From the archives of the Cooper Hewitt, Smithsonian Design Museum

(518) 284-9066
www.adelphipaperhangings.com

The Tin Man

Pressed Tin Ceilings
6' 12' & 24' Patterns - Commercial • Residential

Tin Plated Steel • Hand Painted & Copper Finishes
Chelsea Decorative Metal Co.
0212 Braewick Drive • Houston, Texas 77074
713/721-9200
Tinman.com

Banford

Copper Lantern Outdoor Post Light

Handmade in the USA
Solid Copper & Brass
Natural Living Finish
Choice of 8 Hand Applied Finishes

LANTERNLAND
Artisan Copper Lanterns & Outdoor Lighting
LANTERNLAND.COM
855 454 5200
INFO@LANTERNLAND.COM
Certain conventions, designs, and motifs become iconic whether for their precedents or popularity.

21. CEILED WITH A FLOURISH
Large-scale 2' x 2' pressed metal designs like the Victorian style with fleur-de-lis corners and dimpled borders work especially well in high-ceilinged rooms, and also as lay-in tiles for coffered ceilings. $9 each. Chelsea Decorative Metal Co., (713) 776-8661, thetinman.com

22. A "CHIPS" ORIGINAL
The Round Table is a reissue from Gustav Stickley's first pamphlet, "Chips from the Craftsman Workshop" (1901). The 30" wide x 30" tall table is constructed of solid quarter-sawn oak with tongue-and-groove joinery, keyed tenons, and single-piece legs and stretchers. $1,839. Stickley, (315) 682-5500, stickley.com

23. PROUDLY HISTORIC
Announce your home's historic designation with a National Register of Historic Places plaque in solid brass with embossed lettering. The plaque measures 11" wide x 8" tall and weighs 4.5 pounds. $115. The Kings Bay, (800) 910-3497, thekingsbay.com

24. 18TH-CENTURY BRASS
This keyed interior box lock was custom made for the Hamilton Grange mansion in New York, but you can order your own 18th-century reproduction in one of several styles with a choice of knobs and drops. $305 and up. Ball and Ball, (610) 363-7330, ballandball.com

25. A SIGNATURE DESIGN
Based on a vintage fabric sample spotted at an antiques show, Celtic Knot launched an entire collection of period upholstery 20 years ago. The sturdy, jacquard-woven tapestry is a blend of polyester and cotton. $90 per yard. Archive Edition Fabrics, (310) 676-2424, archiveedition.com
Interior & Exterior Quality Wood Shutters
Shuttercraft, Inc.

MADE IN USA

Family owned since 1986
shuttercraft.com
Madison, CT
203-245-2608
VICTORIAN MANTEL SCARVES

The proper Victorian parlor mantel would not have been caught unclothed. Maybe you've seen mantel scarves sold near the tree skirts at Christmas, but during the 19th century, the mantelshelf would have been fitted with a cloth or lace topper year-round.

The scarf is centered with its flat side abutting the wall. At the front, the scarf is tailored to fit the shelf or may drape with scallops, fringe, or tassels. A drop or swag usually hangs down at each end.

For period designs, turn to the Victorian Fireplace Shop, a full-service supplier of fireplaces, inserts (gas and electric), mantels, and accessories. The 'Heirloom' lace pattern is shown here; 'Chantilly' is a floral design set inside squares on a diagonal. Other motifs include leaves, tea roses, snowflakes, and pinecones. Sizes vary, and most scarves come in white and ecru. Prices range from $18 to $45. Victorian Fireplace Shop, (804) 355-1688, victorianfireplaceshop.com
New Old House showcases homes and additions built with the integrity of yesterday and the modern innovations of today. Unique coverage and lavish photo spreads bring together past and present. Regular focus on period-inspired architecture, kitchens & baths, appropriate building products and furnishings.

INSPIRED KITCHENS | CLASSIC BATHS
PERIOD CABINETRY | DESIGNER INSIGHTS
PERIOD DETAILS | TRADITIONAL MATERIALS
LAVISH HOUSE TOURS, INTERIOR & EXTERIOR | LANDSCAPE DESIGN

To order your copy and have it delivered to your door, visit oldhouseonline.com/buy-dcsb or call (800) 234-3797. $9.99 (U.S.) + shipping.

FROM THE EDITORS OF OLD HOUSE JOURNAL

Order the latest edition of Design Center Sourcebook direct from the publisher!

Publication includes:
Hard-to-find, high quality, period-inspired products for all styles
967 handpicked listings
Additional companies & contact information

To order your copy and have it delivered to your door, visit oldhouseonline.com/buy-dcsb or call (800) 234-3797. $9.99 (U.S.) + shipping.
BEEN FOOLED BY FAKE CONTENT?

75% of us fall for fake headlines. We all deserve better. Fact is, people believe magazine media more than any other. Whether in print, online, on mobile or video, it provides expertly researched, written and relevant content in a safe environment.

Content that is worthy of your trust. That's keeping it real.

#BelieveMagMedia | BelieveMagMedia.com
Free Information Guide

WANT FREE INFORMATION ON OLD HOUSE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES?
Simply visit www.oldhouseonline.com/lit to order your free information today!
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Abatron, Inc
Banish cracks forever with KRACK KOTE® crack repair kit for drywall and plaster. Makes permanent, invisible repairs to walls and ceilings quickly and easily! Retains flexibility and does not shrink.
www.abatron.com

American Building Restoration Products, Inc.
ABR WATERLESS Fireplace Cleaner™ is a temporary cleaning coating designed to remove soot, dirt and grime from your fireplace. Apply, let it dry and peel the dirt away. The creamy, opaque color allows for an even and “easy to see” application. May be used on interior and exterior surfaces, and requires NO WATER in its application or removal. 800-346-7532; www.abrp.com

Adelphi Paper Hangings

Aeratis
Aeratis is a T&G PVC porch plank that outperforms all other porch products. Aeratis has been approved nationally for historic replacements and is the only product warranted against expansion and contraction.
www.aeratis.com

Allied Window, Inc.
The Culbertson Mansion cried out for Custom "Invisible" Storm Windows®—with bent glass for the Queen Anne turret windows. Allied Window answered the call. Interior or exterior applications, custom colors, special shapes, and special glazing are all routine. Our abilities meet the needs of the professional in the field or the homeowner—for the conventional to the extraordinary. 800-445-5411; www.invisiblestorms.com

Americana
Americana offers the entire DeVenco line of hand-crafted, high quality custom manufactured window coverings including: authentic Colonial Wooden blinds, interior shutters in four designs: solid Raised Panels, Plantation, Victorian, and Caribbean movable louver shutters. Exterior shutters in three designs: Raised Panel, Movable and Fixed louvers. 800-269-5697; www.shutterblinds.com

Ann Wallace for Prairie Textiles
We have been providing window treatments for period homes for more than 24 years. Please view our custom hand painted or stenciled roller shades and appliqued curtains with period hardware. Patterns, stencil templates and kits as well. Extensive library of applique and stencil designs to choose from.
213-614-1757; www.meltonworkroom.com

The Antique Drapery Rod Co. Inc
Our cored traverse rods combine our old world craftsmanship with the modern innovation of heavy duty traverse functionality. Choose from our many antique-inspired finials and brackets in one of our 25 hand applied finishes. From 3' to 24' long, we can accent your window.
www.antiquedraperyrod.com

Arch Angle Windows & Doors
A manufacturer of high end specialty shape storm windows and doors. Arch Angle all aluminum storm products are individually hand crafted to complement the historic requirements or distinctive architecture of the homes, churches and commercial buildings they protect.
800-548-0214; www.archangleohio.com
**Ball & Ball**
Since 1932, your source for sconces, pendants, chandeliers, lanterns, table lamps, candle stands, candlesticks, and American Revival Period lighting in: brass, tin, copper, pewter, silver, bronze, and hand forged iron.
800-257-3711; www.ballandball.com

**Bradbury & Bradbury Art Wallpapers**
Our new collection of hand printed Japanese wallpapers are inspired by traditional patterns and design motifs seen in antique lacquerware, kimonos and decorative papers. Shown here: "Kunio" in Ebony. Samples available on our website.
707-746-1900; www.bradbury.com

**The Arts & Crafts Press**
Woodblock prints, Letterpress Greeting Cards & 2018 Calendars by Yoshiko Yamamoto. Perfect for Holiday Gifts!
360-871-7707; www.artsandcraftspress.com

**Chelsea Decorative Metal Co.**
Pressed tin for backsplashes, walls and ceilings. Art deco to Victorian styles that come in 3", 6", 12" and 24" repeat patterns. New copper and hand painted finishes available.
713-721-9200; www.tinman.com

**Christie's Wood and Glass**
The Breeze! America's answer to the Dutch Door. The beauty of a handcrafted entry door. The functions of both an entry and screen door. See the video and gallery. It's magic! Custom Entryway builders for over 35 years.
www.entryways.com

**Classic Gutter Systems, LLC**
Classic Gutter Systems, LLC offers a complete half round gutter system in copper, aluminum and Galvalume including an extensive selection of cast fascia and downspout brackets and unique accessories. Ask us about our new custom radius gutter in half round and K-Style options.
269-665-2700; www.classicgutters.com

**Climate Seal™**
Acoustic Series removable window inserts facilitate sound abatement with an exceptional STC rating as high as 49. Durable, light, and strong, they significantly reduce cost and aesthetic impact.
877-773-7379
www.climateseal.com

**Colonialplankfloors.com**
We Create Floors with Passion! Our hand crafted plank floors are characterized by solid hardwood planks up to 13 feet long with amazing texture and beautiful hand rubbed finishes. Great choice for traditional American style.
215-997-3390; www.colonialplankfloors.com

**The Color People**
EVERYONE DREAMS IN COLOR
For 30 years we have been making people's dreams come true all over America with our famous mail order service. We create color schemes for every style and era of buildings, residential and commercial.
303-308-0220; www.colorpeople.com
Coppa Woodworking, Inc.
High quality, custom made wood screen and storm doors. Over 300 designs, various wood types and finishes, made to any size. Arch tops, dog doors, security doors, window screens and storm windows are also available. Made in the USA. Available direct, nationwide.
310-548-4142; www.coppawoodworking.com

Country Carpenters
They design and manufacture fine New England style post-and-beam carriage houses, garden sheds, and country barns. They've been helping people build beautiful country places since 1974.
860-228-2276; www.countrycarpenters.com

Crown Point Cabinetry
Crown Point Cabinetry handcrafts the finest quality custom cabinetry for your entire home. Period styles include Shaker, Arts & Crafts, Early American, Victorian, Transitional and Contemporary. Available direct nationwide.
800-999-4994; www.crown-point.com

D.R. Dimes & Company, Ltd
We are known for making the finest American Windsor Chairs, but we make English Windsors as well. This Georgian Arm Chair may be the most comfortable wooden chair made anywhere.
www.drdimes.com

Driwood Moulding
Ornamental mouldings, casings, cornices, and millwork from Driwood enhance your home and provide elegance to your surroundings. We are dedicated to satisfying your exacting requirements.
www.driwood.com

Eco-Strip
Exclusive North American distributor of Speedheater™ products. The new Cobra heats many layers of paint and varnish in less than 5 seconds for safe and efficient stripping of wood furniture, windows, doors, carved woodwork, and curved surfaces. Ergonomic scrapers remove all layers of paint in just a few strokes.
703-468-0324; www.eco-strip.com

eHeat.com
Envi Wall-Mounted Room Heater
Energy saving, ultra-safe, healthy, effective, silent, easy to install, stylish
800-807-0107; www.eheat.com

Forbo Flooring
Create a beautiful, healthy home with Marmoleum Modular tile. Mix and match our palette of 67 colors and 4 coordinated tile sizes to easily create custom floors to fit your style.
www.forboflooringna.com

Franmar
Blue Bear products are the effective, safe, and affordable replacements of traditional hazardous products in the marketplace, such as methylene chloride. Finish your restoration projects easily and safely without going over budget.
800-538-5069
www.franmar.com/consumer-products
Garbers Crafted Lighting
Country/Primitive Ceiling Fans
Tinware, chandeliers, sconces, flush mounts, kitchen island, and lots more to make your country home complete. Direct from crafter. 866-856-2317; www.garbers-craftedlighting.com

Heirloom Windows Window Logic
KEEP YOUR HISTORIC WINDOWS with this invisible, DIY, state-of-the-art system making traditional windows as tight and well balanced as contemporary windows while protecting the original jamb. www.heirloomwindows.com

Historic Housefitters Co.
In addition to our broad range of standard hand-forged door hardware, we have extensive experience in producing custom hardware for a wide variety of applications. Our blacksmiths can make hinges and latches of virtually any size with special pintles and offsets. We invite you to give us a call concerning your project. 800-247-4111 www.historichousefitters.com

Hollander Glass
Architecturally Accurate Glass 1700s–1950s
Trust the world’s largest specialty-glass distributor for historically accurate restoration window glass, architectural patterned cabinet and bathroom glass, and much more. 800-421-0449 www.RestorationWindowGlass.com

House of Antique Hardware
Discover exquisite Victorian chandeliers, as well as lighting from Colonial to Mid-Century Modern, push button light switches, switch plates, and hardware for every room in your house. Call their friendly hardware specialists for help with your selection. 888-223-2545; www.houseofantiquehardware.com

Howard Products
Restor-A-Finish [available in eight finish colors] permanently revives and restores the original color and luster of a wood finish in one step, without removing any of the existing finish. Most wood finishes can be restored in a few minutes with this wipe-on, wipe-off process. 800-266-9545; www.howardproducts.com

Indow Window Inserts
Window inserts that instantly block cold drafts, increase energy efficiency and hush outside noise. Award-winning design is easy to install and remove. Perfect for historic windows. 503-822-3805; www.indowwindows.com
**PRODUCT SHOWCASE**

**Innerglass Window Systems**
Custom glass interior storm windows for energy conservation and soundproofing. An interior storm that outperforms almost any replacement, yet maintains the integrity and beauty of your historic house. Invisible from the outside. Perfect for screened porches, too.
800-743-6207; www.stormwindows.com

**Kennebec Company**
Maine craftsmen build cabinetry and relationships to last a lifetime. Furniture based design and construction in authentic architectural style produce rooms that fit your home and your life.
207-443-2131; www.kennebcompnay.com

**Innerglass Window Systems**
Custom glass interior storm windows for energy conservation and soundproofing. An interior storm that outperforms almost any replacement, yet maintains the integrity and beauty of your historic house. Invisible from the outside. Perfect for screened porches, too.
800-743-6207; www.stormwindows.com

**Mon-Ray, Inc.**
For more than 65 years, Mon-Ray, Inc. has been the leader in high performance storm windows for historic projects to conserve energy, reduce noise and retain original appearances.
800-544-3646; www.monray.com

**Lanternland**
Copper Lanterns & Outdoor Lighting
Authentic period lighting designs handmade in the USA from solid copper and brass. Custom orders, reproductions, choice of finish & glass, free shipping, lifetime warranty, easy order online.
855-464-5280; www.lanternland.com

**Pacific Register Company**
State-of-the-art facility manufactures antique registers, decorative registers, heat vent covers, and other architectural products that are of superior quality at the most competitive and affordable price. Made right here in the USA.
805-487-7900; www.pacificregisterco.com

**OverBoards**
OverBoards offers heavy-duty, solid extruded aluminum covers for baseboard heat units. They're made to complement your home's classic architectural details.
800-835-0121; www.go-overboard.com

**MR Direct Bronze Basins**
Classic, and in a class all their own; original bronze designs make a personal statement in the bath. Intriguing vessel, undermount, and topmount styles to choose from. Same day shipping. Quality products at affordable prices.
877-946-5725; www.mrdirectint.com

**Pacific Register Company**
State-of-the-art facility manufactures antique registers, decorative registers, heat vent covers, and other architectural products that are of superior quality at the most competitive and affordable price. Made right here in the USA.
805-487-7900; www.pacificregisterco.com

**Metrics Register Company**
State-of-the-art facility manufactures antique registers, decorative registers, heat vent covers, and other architectural products that are of superior quality at the most competitive and affordable price. Made right here in the USA.
805-487-7900; www.metricsregisterco.com

**Park City Rain Gutter**
Supplier of high quality European half round gutters & smooth round downspouts. We maintain high stock levels of; Copper, Zinc, Galvanized, and Painted Steel and offer fast shipping.
435-649-2805; www.pcraingutter.com

---

**Notes:**
- **Innerglass Window Systems:** Custom glass interior storm windows for energy conservation and soundproofing. Invisible from the outside. Perfect for screened porches, too.
- **Kennebec Company:** Maine craftsmen build cabinetry and relationships to last a lifetime. Furniture based design and construction in authentic architectural style produce rooms that fit your home and your life.
- **Lanternland:** Authentic period lighting designs handmade in the USA from solid copper and brass. Custom orders, reproductions, choice of finish & glass, free shipping, lifetime warranty, easy order online.
- **Mon-Ray, Inc.:** For more than 65 years, Mon-Ray, Inc. has been the leader in high performance storm windows for historic projects to conserve energy, reduce noise and retain original appearances.
- **OverBoards:** Offers heavy-duty, solid extruded aluminum covers for baseboard heat units. Made to complement your home's classic architectural details.
- **Pacific Register Company:** State-of-the-art facility manufactures antique registers, decorative registers, heat vent covers, and other architectural products that are of superior quality at the most competitive and affordable price. Made right here in the USA.
- **MR Direct Bronze Basins:** Classic, and in a class all their own; original bronze designs make a personal statement in the bath. Intriguing vessel, undermount, and topmount styles to choose from. Same day shipping. Quality products at affordable prices.
- **Park City Rain Gutter:** Supplier of high quality European half round gutters & smooth round downspouts. We maintain high stock levels of Copper, Zinc, Galvanized, and Painted Steel and offer fast shipping.
The Persian Carpet
Arts & Crafts Collection
The most authentic and beautiful rugs in the Arts & Crafts tradition come from our looms to your floor. View our outstanding selection online, at a dealer near you, or call for a catalog. 919-489-8362; www.persiancarpet.com

Pro Wood Market
US Made Cedar Architectural Accents Brackets, Braces, Corbels, Rafter Tails, Porch and Gable Brackets, Screen Doors, Shutters, Post Caps Mantels and more. We do custom work. Shipped nationwide. (shown here, Wooden Bracket and Corbel) 800-915-5110; www.prowoodmarket.com

ReadyToRe.com
Craft your own Movement with Antique Plumbing Fixtures. Offering both antique inspired and restored historic sinks & bathtubs to complete your Arts & Crafts kitchen and bathrooms. www.readytore.com

Reggio Registers
Premium quality, cast iron, solid brass, aluminum, steel, and wood grilles and registers. Historic and modern designs in the widest selection of sizes with quick shipping. Reggio's grilles are hand-crafted in America and Guaranteed for Life. 800-880-3090; www.reggioregister.com

Restoration Preservation Conservation Products
Manufacturer of Renaissance micro-crystalline wax/polish, Vulpex liquid soap, Pre-lim surface cleaner, Renaissance metal de-corroder, and other unique restoration supplies used by museums, galleries, professionals, manufacturers, retailers and collectors worldwide. 800-229-5530; www.restorationproduct.com

Runtal Radiators
Designer radiators for hot water, electric and steam heating systems. In stock product as well as made-to-order in thousands of sizes and configurations in an array of colors. Ideal replacement for fin-tube or cast iron radiators. 800-526-2621; www.runtalnorthamerica.com

Sheldon Slate Products

SpacePak
SpacePak HVAC systems utilize unique flexible ductwork and is minimally invasive to install and while protecting architectural integrity. www.spacepak.com

Specification Chemicals, Inc.
Nu-Wal® restoration system for damaged walls and ceilings covers and reinforces the entire surface with a fine-textured fiberglass, embedded in elastomeric adhesive. Nu-Wal® also serves as lead encapsulation and is quick, affordable, and long-lasting. 800-247-3932 www.spec-chem.com
Steam Radiators
Steam Radiators are a stylish alternative to bulky cast iron. Three sleek designs allow you to free up valuable floor space. In stock for immediate delivery. Available in over 100 colors.
www.steamradiators.com
1-800-966-0587

Stickley
Introducing the 2017 Stickley Collector Edition Cabinet. Available in solid quartersawn white oak or cherry, with Harvey Ellis inlay panels or glass doors and sides; each in 3 standard finishes.
www.stickley.com

Thistle Hill Weavers
A bespoke weaving mill producing high quality historic reproduction textiles, trims and carpet for museums and private clients. Projects from research to installation.
www.thistlehillweavers.com

Velvit Oil
An interior wood finish that stains, fills, seals, protects, and beautifies all in one coat. Apply to furniture, paneling, antiques, reclaimed wood, floors, doors, work, picture frames, cutting boards and gun stocks. Easy to repair if surface is damaged.
920-722-8355; www.velvitproducts.com

Vermont Soapstone
Since 1856 Vermont Soapstone has been crafting the finest custom soapstone counter tops, sinks, floor tiles and home accents. Durable and timeless soapstone never stains or retains bacteria. Installation is available.
800-284-5404; www.vermontsoapstone.com

Victorian Fireplace Shop
A gas coal basket is the perfect answer for small fireplaces where gas logs can't fit. They are installed the same way, but use less gas, provide ceramic coal instead of logs, and offer a more decorative appeal for historic homes or homes with a period decor.
804-355-1688; www.victorianfireplaceshop.com

Vintage Doors
Handcrafted solid wood doors that are made-to-order and built to last. Full line of screen/storm doors, porch panels, exterior and interior doors, Dutch, French, louver and more. Make your home stand out from the rest!
800-787-2001; www.vintagedoors.com

West System: Six10®
www.westsystem.com
Woodcraft Supply
Build your own furniture or make treasured gifts for friends and family with Woodcraft Magazine’s Classic® Project Plans. We have a plan to make your projects easier if you are a beginner—or an accomplished woodworker. Woodcraft Supply, LLC, is one of the nation’s oldest and largest suppliers of quality woodworking tools, supplies, and plans that are sold at retail stores nationwide, via catalog and online. 800-225-1153; www.woodcraft.com

Woolen Mill Fan Company
Woolen Mill fans are crafted in a rural studio using real iron, solid bronze and solid mahogany wood blades. Visually they compliment both historical and contemporary room designs. 717-382-4754
www.architecturalfans.com

Zip-Strip®
Zip-Strip® paint & finish removers quickly strip away multiple layers of enamel, paint, shellac, and other coatings to restore and maintain precious wood surfaces (vertical and horizontal), in one application! www.recochem.com

Basics Bungalow

Paints
ext. custom mix to Benjamin Moore ‘Ches­
tertown Buff’ HC-9 and ‘Kendall Charcoal’
HC-166, by Miller Paint, Portland: millerpaint.
com; LR walls ‘Garden Country’; study walls
‘Trumpet Flower’, both green-seal certified Air
Pure Paints airpurepaints.com; DR walls ‘Fil­
bert Miller Paint’; int. trim/beamboard Classic
Light Buff’ Arts & Crafts Palette Sherwin-
Williams sherwin-williams.com

Stains Etc.
ext. stings Sikkens sikkens.com • int. gel
General Finishes generalfinishes.com • wood
conditioner Benite Daly’s daylipsaint.com •
stripper Zip-Strip recochem.com • dustless
sander Festool festoolproducts.com

Roofing
Landmark by CertainTeed certainteed.com

Salvage
Earthwise Building Salvage, Seattle: (206)
624-4510

Repur. Lighting
Rejuvenation rejuvenation.com

Related Resources
Arts and Crafts Lighting
House of Antique Hardware houseoffantique
hardware.com Period lighting, many finish &
shade options

Taking Up the Cause
Interior Designer
Michele Cotton Kritis mckinteriors.com
Ext. Paint
clapboards ‘Georgian Green’ HC-115; door/latt­
tice ‘Peale Green’ HC-121; trim ‘Navajo White’
Benjamin Moore benjaminmoore.com

Roof Slates
Vermont Slate Co. vermontslateco.com

Rugs
Kauou Oriental Carpets kauoud.com
p. 25 CHANDELIER Victorian Lighting Works
vworks.com PAINT walls ‘Monroe Bisque HC-
26; ‘Quincy Tan’ HC-25 • picture rail ‘Monterey
White’ HC-27 Benjamin Moore COAT STAND
Brimfield brimfieldantiquefleamarket.com
p. 26 FIGURE Victorian Lighting Works
p. 27 PAPERS Bradbury & Bradbury bradbury.
com CHANDELIER Connecticut Lighting Center
cighting.com p. 26 LIGHTING Victorian Light­
ing Works; Old Lights On oldlightson.com
Furniture
Raymour & Flanigan Furniture raymournflanigan.com

Antiques
Atlanta Ant­
ique Mart scottantiquemarket.com; Nadeau’s
Auction Gallery nadeausauction.com PAINT
(Jane Robbins) walls ‘Mirage White’ & ‘Panel
Gray Mist’; ceiling ‘Windmill Wings’ & Glacier
White’ (Silas Robbins) walls ‘Gold Straw’;
moulding ‘Lancaster Whitewash’ HC-174
(Cupid & Roses) wall stripping ‘Fernwood
Green’ & ‘Limesickle’; ceiling ‘Minced Onion’,
Benjamin Moore p. 30 VINTAGE TILES Olde
Good Things ogtstore.com

Related Resources
Tin Ceiling
Chelsea Decorative Metal thetinman.com
Period ceiling panels, fillers, cornices

Restoration Evolved
The author thanks:
AGW Glass agwglass.com Bendheim
Restoration Glass restorationglass.com
Connor Mill-Built Homes connormillbuilt.com
The Cooper Group thecoopergroup.com
Hollander Restoration Window Glass

hollanderglass.com The Kennebec Company
kennebeccompany.com SpacePak/Mestek
spacepak.com Thistle Hill Weavers
thistlehillweavers.com Trenton Nail
trenmontnail.com

Related Resources
Custom Stone Products
Vermont Soapstone vermontsoapstone.com

Repair/Refinishing Products
Abatron abatron.com High-performance epoxy

ies for wood, concrete, stone, metal ECO-STRIP
eco-strip.com Distributor of Speedheater™
Infrared Paint Removes frameguy.com
Blue Bear Paint & Urethane Stripper Howard
Products howardproducts.com Furniture &
Floor care products Sashco sashco.com Caulks,
sealants, chinking Specification Chemicals
spec-chem.com Nu-Wall system to stabilize
walls & ceilings

Heating/cooling
Rheem rheem.com New-tech water heaters,
heat pumps, etc. Unico unicosystem.com High-
velocity mini-duct AC systems

Old Ways
Adelphi adelphiplatformdesign.com Historic
wallpapers printed from blocks

Design at Maple Rest
Designer
Amy Mitchell, Home Glow Design
homelowlowdesign.com

Ext. Metalwork
knocker Cape Cod WeatherVane capsed
weathervane.com • lighting Northeast
Lantern northeastlantern.com

Custom Lampshades
Lampshades etc. through Etsy

Blankets
Faribault Woolen Mills fairibault.com
p. 59-60 Design Consult Hamilt­
Interiors hamiltorganinteriors.com PAINT
Stiffkey Blue’ Farrow & Ball us.farrow-ball.com
bookcases Brian J. Barrett Construction, Hannen­
or, NH: (603) 428-7607 MIRROR Carvers’ Guild
carversguild.com CARPET Bellbridge Carpets
bellbridge.com SOFA FABRIC discontinued
Old World Weavers starkcarpets.com CURR
mohair Donghia, via eBay p. fl4 WALLPAPER/
FABRIC Schumacher fischumacher.com TRIM
Paint ‘Feather Down’ Benjamin Moore TABLE
Baker Furniture bakersfurniture.com CHAIRS/
RUG vintage STOOLS Ballard Designs MIRROR
One Kings Lane onekingslane.com CORDER
CAB, D.R. Dimes drdimes.com Furnishings quali­
ity custom period wood cabinets TABLE RUNNER
Fortuny fortuny.com FOYER PAINT wall, Pirate’s
Cove Beach; trim ‘Linien White’ Benjamin
Moore benjaminmoore.com STARTER
Curistan couristan.com through The Rug
Depot rugdepot.com BENCH Ballard Designs
ballarddesigns.com MIRROR Wisteria
wisteria.com p. 63 WALLPAPER Cole & Son
cole-and-son.com DRAPERY linen IKEA
ikea.com/us/en • trim Country Curtains country
curtains.com RUG vintage SCONE Hudson Val­
ley Lighting hudsonvalleylighting.com MIRROR
Company C companyc.com RUG Capel Rugs
capelfurniture.com FLOOR LAMP Ballard Designs
p. 63 WALLPAPER York yorkwall.com SMALL
Furnishings Target RUG Stroud Braided
Rugs stroudbraidedrugs.com PILLOW The
Watson Shop on Etsy PORCH RUG Pottery Barn
potterybarn.com WICKER vintage

Related Resources
Trustworth Studios trustworth.com C.F.A.
Voysey-inspired wallpapers & textiles

Resources

ADVERTISEMENT
Who'd guess they were siblings?

—Ryan McRanel

A SOCIAL SITUATION
Yes, the house in green siding has become an unsociable neighbor, but that's not what our headline refers to. We are using "social" as in society: when circumstances change, architecture and neighborhoods often suffer. These side-by-side Italianate houses in a working-class New England mill town almost surely illustrate changing circumstance. Perhaps the blue house is still owner-occupied and the green one became rental units. The loss of porches and wood trim may have been the result of rot caused by neglect caused by lack of funds over decades. Or maybe an unscrupulous contractor promised a quick job and no maintenance.

Whatever the forgivable pressures might have been, this photo makes clear how delight is lost to the public streetscape.

DO
... maintain porches and wood ornament with regular painting and repairs. Once gone, they are expensive to reproduce. Do respect proportion; on the house next door, the stripped front bay looks like an elevator shaft, and the steel railings feel puny.

TWO WAYS TO WIN!
If you spot a classic example of remuddling, submit it to lviator@aimmedia.com. We’ll give you $100 if your photos are published. If you want to see your witty words on this page, enter our monthly caption contest at facebook.com/oldhousejournal.
Restoration & Maintenance Products

Solutions for your toughest projects

- Wood
- Concrete
- Metal
- Plaster
- Stone
- Porcelain

Free Catalog
1-800-445-1754
www.abatron.com
You’ll feel at home with the Modern Loft Sofa from Studio By Stickley. Casual shapes, exposed joinery, clean lines—good looks combined with super comfort! Choose from 4 rich finishes, and a fabric that fits your style.

STICKLEY
SINCE 1900
Family owned and finely handcrafted in the USA for over 100 years.
stickley.com | 315.682.5500